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'82 Convention week reset
GARDENA, Ca.-Kokoro (Japanese for "Heart and Soul") has been selected as theme or I.he 27th biennial National JAG. Convention being
hosted by the Gardena Valley JAO.Aug 8-14, 11182,atlheHyanAirport
Horel by LAX. it was annooncecl by Lou Tomita.convention board chair.
These new dates (pre\llOUSly annoonced as Aug. 1-8 at the same site)
will directly lead into the gala Nisei Week activities in 1.inle Tokyo.
Highlights of the week will feature seminars of nanonal interes~
tournaments, displays, a fashion show and the Sayonara Ball on Friday,
Aug 13. Registration is Monday, Aug. 9.
The key ccmminee chaiq,ersons and members are:
Swart T.sajimoto. booklet, May Doi. regi.s. & housing; Mayko Taru•
moto, fashioo show; Clle,;ter Sugimoto, tickets; Ron Sbiozaki, 1000 Oub
events for delegates and boosters; Karen Mizusaki, conv exec sec; Fem
H.arung, p.r. & press; llau;on-Deonis Kunisaki, John Saito, Dr Roy Ni•
shikawa and J.D. Hokoyama.
The convennon board address is P.O. Box 2161, Gardena, CA 90247
(Tomita's poooe:213-329-0l56).

• About Taxes ...

Economist Sam Nakagama
always has something to say
NEW YORK--Olief economist Sam Nakagama for Kidder, Peabody & Co., a leading
securities and invesonent
banking finn, bas been one of
Wall Street's more severe critics of either liberal or conservative government policies on
the economy.
In Palo Alto this past March
(Apr, 10 PC), Nakagama had
denounced President Reagan's package as "the wildest

nonsense", predicting a
"2o-ao% inflation with interest
rates to match" because of the
income rax cut while a massive milimry build-up is pur-

sued.
More recently m an inter·
view with a Boston Globe financial writer, Nakagama admitted things have changed
since his first forecast
"'They are not, in fact, fol·
lowing the policy they originally advocated-'we'll just
cut truces'," he said of the Reagan economic planners. "'Ibey
have put a much greater emphasis on trimming the budget
and atthesametimethey have
lrimmed back their true cuts."
Ideas Go Backto 'liOs
Oddly enough, the Nisei economist is sanething of a spiritual predecessor of the "SUI>'
ply-side" economic philosophy that is the foundation of
the Administration's approach
to handling the economy. "We
were espousing (this supply
side approach) back in the early 1960s." Nakagama continued as be nipped through

boond editioos of the economic letter be wrote for Citibank from 1961-1967, pointing
out his pieces on some of the
topics that have become the
causes for the new wave of

economic roru;ervatives: ~
duction of marginal true rates,
failures in the welfare system,
government intervention and
overregulation.
Asked why the economic
letter of one of the world's major financial institutions did
not create more of an impact,
Nakagama concluded, "We
were just about alone, so there
was hardly an echo in any
other publication. We were
fairly unique in being one of
the few sensitive conservative
publications around"
'The Delano (Ca)-bom Nisei,
who served in the MIS during

WW2, srudied economics at
the Univ. of <llicago under six
professors who had been
awarded or someday would

receive the Nobel Prize. 'The
remarkable" were
Knight and Milton
Friedman. But he said he's not
a disciple of Friedman, "but
he's a remarl<able, lively, intellectually sparkling person,
always very kind to his
students."
Examining the economic

''most
Frank

changes throughout the world,

Nakagama said his experiences in Japan postwar gave
him an insight into what he
says is a general shift from
west to east. from Europe and
the U.S. to Japan, Korea, Hong
Qalmlodcm&o,oJ

CWRIC keen on expanding
evacuee
fed retirement credit
SAN FRANCISCO-The Commissioo oo Wartime Relocatioo and

In-

ternment or Qvilians expressed interest during its bearings here Aug.
I 1-13 in various fonns of restitution that may be made to victims of the
camps.

For instance. Fr. Robert Dtinan expressed particular interest Ill ex·
tendmg:n:ial security ooverage rocamp victims not presente.d oovered
Judge William Marul1llll the same day (Aug. U) expressed interest in
the partial federal evil service retiremenr credit for "camp-time" that
federal/postal employees may now claim, after being reminded by
Qiuck Kubokawa. then 16 and working in cam{>, that the current law
(1978 Internment a-edit Act) bad cur him off since the law limited the
claim for retirement purposes to time spent in camps after age l8.
Marutani bas asked for names of internees. in or retired from I.he
federal/postal service who do oot benefit from this Act, be sulxnined to
him in.lOdays(by Sept 14). To assist in tbeoollection will be the ad hoc
Committee for Internment Q-edi~ c/o Bill Kyooo, 487·23rd Ave., San
Francisco, CA94118, which bad lobbied with Natiooa!JAO. the original
law.
"Sane may have additional time to c,-edit." observed Norm lshimoto,
JAO.'s committee chair on employment practioes, of San l'rancisco. "If
they are not aware of the present credis they may check with their
personnel office or telepbone me at (415) 556-9450. The credit is not
autcmatic; it must be claimed...
II

Commissioners present Aug. 1 1 at the CWRIC hearings at
Golden Gate Univ. Auditorium, San Francisco, are (from lett)
Arthur S. Flemming, William M. Marutani, Daniel E. Lungren

(vice-chair who chaired), Hugh B. Mitchell. Edward W. Brooke
and Fr. Robert F. Drinan.
PC Photos of S.F. Heanngs by Pete Imamura

Over 11 Owitnesses
tell own camp ordeal
said.
By PETER IMAMURA

SAN FRANCISCO- The secmd
and third.sessions of the Commission OD Wartime Relocatioo and
lntemment of Ovilians oo Aug. U
and t3 fielded tesomooy from
over 110, witnesses, and the~
seat auditonum of Golden Gate
University was again filled to capacity on both days.
Busloads or witnesses and audi·
ence members from the Sacramen to and San Jose areas attended the second session, in which restimony was heard from a panel or
Japanese gpeaking lssei women
who painfully recalled their 1942
ordeals.
Misato Kw-amoto, a Hawaiiborn Kibei resident or San Lorenw, through her mterpreter, son
Minoru, told the CWRIC of how
she and her busband Shigenobu
lost their flower nursery business
and suffered flllallCial hardships
when they were ordered to Tanforan racetrack in 19-12. Her brother•in-law sooo died from an unknown disease, in a hospital near
the center, but Kuramoto felt that
he could have lived if "he would
have received more humane treat·
mentand better medical care."

said~i'"tt!.,~

=::

supplies and poor medical facilities at Topaz, Ut, with "pilfering"
and "black marketing" or goods by
the people wbo were in charge of
them.
"What do you think aboot that?"
Tsuchida angrily asked the comnussion through .Iler interpreter
Fraooes Nose.
Kima Kooatsu o( San Jose des·
cribed bow the FBI arrested her
husband. leaving her to go to the
Postoo. Az., camp with her 11
children.
Her husband was then sent to a
Tujunga, Ca., internment camp,
but became ill and was sent to a
nearby hospital. He was given a
spooge bath and left alooe naked
and because of the cold winter,
caught pneumooia and later died.
The head nurse at the hospital tater told Mrs. Kooatsu that the
nurse who left her husband aJooe
had lost her two children 1n the
war and "she hated Japanese".
lronically, KonatSIJ told the
comnussioo that she had just become a U.S. titil.en in April of this
year.
Tsuyeko Yamasaki. also or San
Jose, told how ber son at the age of
5, contracted polio while in Topaz.
and was refused hospitalization
for three days, until finally being
sent to ooe. She also ooted that a
65-year-old man was shot to death
while walking near the fence.
When the Issei W<Elell concluded their testimony, Qmmissiooer
Edward Brooke, deeply moved,

lhankooled themdoingand
;Yoo are_
oot
Y
service ,or yourselves but for all the other generanons and. more importantly,
you've done something for your
counny, the Uruted States"
.
Nwnerousotherwunesses,asm
Los Angeles, recalled the terror
their families experienced from
FBI sweeps; thesmellofthehorse
stables they were forced to live in
at the temporaiy assembly centers; thelackorproperiood.medi,
cal S1JllPlies-and care lhecamps;
the . IDISlreattnent suffered from
military guards; the discriminanon encountered when trying to
resettle.
.
Death and disease permeated
the camps at nmes, and violence·
as well. "Elaine Black Yoneda, wife
of retired longshoreman Karl Yoneda, described the fear that Iler
family lived under during the
reign o[ the marauding "MamanarBlacl<Dragoos",lhepro-Japan
group who terrorized camp mternees, and beat up loyal Japanese
American leaders.
On the issue of reparations, Yoneda urged monetary reparatioos,
which would not really be too
much or a burden OD the economy
cmsidering "the Defense Depar:T'~~•Oillionandooe
Too, Nagasawa, an 85-year old
Issei from Saaameoto, told how
he lost his grocecy store m Pon·
land, Or., was sent to the assembly
center there, and was then transferred to Tole Lake Relocatioo
Center.
Nagasawa expressed his disapproval of Sen. Hayal<awa's statement at the LA hearings, as did
many other witnesses, and said
that reparatioos is not like "asking
for food stamps" or any other type
or handout from the government
He also presented the axnmission
with a letter from Rep. John Moss
CD-Ca) who rongratulated Naga.
sawa for obtaining his citi,,ensbip
in July 1974.
Reparations Urged
Otherwitnesseswhotestifiedoo
I.he second day or bearings ineluded:
Oiarles Kubokawa. JAQ.
NCWNP Redress Committee
chair, wbo presented the oommissioo with a seven-point redress recommendatim that included monetary reparations, Federal and
Social Security credits; reversal of
Supreme Court decisions; and
educatiooal programs. He also
gave the CWRIC a print or a
LANDSATsatellitephoto, takenin
1979, which shows the remains of
the relocation center at Topaz, Ut
Henry Taketa, who practiced
law for 46 years in California, told
fheoommissiontocJearlysetforth
the facts about the Evacuatim;
"point its finger" to those who

were responsible for the U\JUStices
done· educate the public and provide ;.ppropriate redress.
George Uyeda of Ceres, Ca. told
bow his mother became ill while
incarcerated at Stockton AssemblyCenterand,aftersomehesitation by the camp officials,~
wasfinallysenttoahospitalinSan
J"'"!uin. He noted that his family
was "denied visitatioo rights" and
that his mother passed away Dec

5,l942.
lS immeasura

e-

bow can yoo put a price on son.,_
thing intangible?" asked Uyeda.
Qii,yojiGeorgelwoodemaoded

"$lOl466-tax free" for his "40
moolhs imprisonment" and when
Commissiaier Brooke asked
!woo, ''Why $106466?" lwao rat•

tied off precise' caJculat:ions to
Brooke which appropriately ..,.
sweredthequestion.
Albert Y. Nakai. or Pa;!<> Alto,
Ca., had answered "no-no to the
loyalty q ~ wtuJe Ill I.he
Poston ~lion center but said
he"wasntproudaboullt"andwas
Just very ~ over what had
happened to his family, knowing
of 00. other way 10 answer I.he

~ ~ ~~~ ,
ticesheandhisfamilysuffered.
Eddie Uyekawa, a SaitSei representing the Berkeley Asian Yooth
Center, said that many per,ms or
his generanon suffered from the
loog term effects or the concentra-

tim camps and I.he oommwiity
suff
f ' them
ell. "If
are ers rom
as w_ . ~~
~\lbDllllOnty,

ask.J'i;' ekawa.

comrnucl servi~

l 'f' there

J; :"'

Ameri~ (for
youths etc.)'"
y,
' Fln,ds.F Session
·
.
Among those who testified at
the ~~ or the San .F'ranClSOO
,eanngs were.
,.Tiliadii<!iMasaoka~:iijHofmSannln!!iii'i~-- - - - - - -_,,
-,
. Y
(brodlers Joe, Ben. Hank. Mike,
Ike; SlSter Kake) told I.he CWRIC
of_his_ serw:e m the 442nd and
~ 111 his prepared statemens
• .Our GI buddies, my_brother
(Ben) and others who died after
volunteermg from these camps,
have thrown the torch to us to
carrythey OD mat struggle for which
l!"vethesrlaslfullmeasw-eof
devooon I ask this allilllllSS100 to
acceptapartof!!'3'torchforour
fall,n comrades
Attorney Joseph M<rorumi felt
that the govemmen~ I.he press,
andsuchOl'gllllizatimsastheSoos
and Daugbters or the Golden West
should be held responsible for !be
Evacuation and should pay for it
"I demand, not ask for, a sum or

..=-::t==

:=>'

CWRIC He added that if Rep. Dan
Lungren is afraid that other minorities will follow suit and seek
reparations. "thev ouaht to!"

A panel of lssei testifying in Japanese before tile CWRIC ,n San
Francisco Aug. 12 are (from lett) Umeno Fujino, interpreter Fran·
ces Nose, Kima Konatsu and Masuo Akizuki.

Seattle hearing site changed

SEATfLE-The site for the Sept 9, 10 and 11 hearings of the Q:xnmissioo oo Wartime Relocatim and Internment of Civilians has been
changed fn:rn the Seanle Hall Federal Building to the Sean1e Central
Community College Auditorium, 1701 Broadway.
#

, 1911!11-p,._~ , ~ - ~
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Newsmedia editorials
speak out on reparations
By PEl'ER IMAMURA

(Panm

Many editorials 00 tru, redress issue have ~ in ~
· t and electrooic media on the West Coast; with m o r e ~
pnn the bearings of the O:mmissioo oo Wanime RelocatJoo
~ ~ernment of Civilians moved from Washington to the
cities of Los Angeles and San Francisco
Seattle .lut-hllelligena,r
R ~ to fonner assistant
attorney general James Rowe's
oomment in Washingtm that President Roooevelt coosidered the
Evacuatioo a ''minor thing", the
Post-IntelligencerwroteJuly 17:
"After (the CWR!Cs) series of
hearings, including me this ~
rember in Seattle, the cmunisslon.
we are cmvinced, will have heard
enough ro tell the natim that this
injustice was not ·a minor thmg'."
The P.I also suppons mmeiary
redress as well: " .. Mmey certainly cannot repay the 80,000 surviving internees for what they sufferod oor expiate oor natimal
gwlt But payment would serve as
a rangible symbol of apology to the
Japanese aod as a reminder to the
rest of us that we must not forget
oor'=~~~
Commenting that "relocation" is
a "nice euphemism for imprisooment''. the San Francisco Oumicle said July 17 that Japanese
Americans lost their freedoms
solely because of race and in additioo, "warm and canpass,onate
men did vile and rash things" because of the mood on the West
Coast in the days after Pearl Harbor.
The Olronicle, too, feels that
money WW~ make Uj) fo/ the injustice, and the COOllillSSlon has a
oomplex problem to solve.
"It seems doubtful, at this late
date, that any fonn of just repa-

rations or CDnpe11Sation can cor-.
rect what many coosider the
greatest blot m American justice
of this century. Wecan'ta,rrect,t,
it is certain, by saying we're Slltl')'.
We will watch the Commission, as
it gropes with the problem, with
great interest"

-.::rl<.~~-~tic-

ally a:,iservative publisher of The
Santa Ana Rf!!ister, ooc:e wrote:
"Few, if any, people ever believed
that evacuanoo of the Japanese
wa.,

constitutimal. It was a result

of emotioo and fright rather than
being in harma1y with the Constitution and the inherent rights that
beloog to all citizens.
" . . .we shBlld make evezy effort possible ro a>rTeCt the error as
rapidly as possible. It would seem
that coovicting poople of disloyal·
ty to oor counoy without having
specific evidence against them is
roo foreign to oor way of life and
roo close akin to the kind of government we are fighting. If we are
oo< willing to run any risks and
cannot have faith in humanity and
regard people innocent until they
are proved guilty, we are m the
road to losing oor democracy."
Surprismgly eoough, Hoiles
wrote thisedirorial on Oct 14, 1942
and his paper, virtually unknown
natiMally was one of the few on
the West
which stood alone
in oppositioo to the Evacuation.
On July 20. the Register (name
change to Orange Crunty just took
place) reminded readers of Its
1942 stand by quonng Hoiles'
editorial, and noted:
"Between RC. and then-editor
Pl!te Cooey. the Register periodically raked theinte"!"'""~ ran long ·
anti-internment arncles from oth·
er publications and generally
raised hell over what was unmediately perceived by Hoiles as an
indefensible and stupid act by gov-

Coast

ernment However, Hailes

~

Cooey virtually stood alone. Their

opinioos were not popular. Time
was their only ally. Now, four decades later, Washingtm IS finally
f ~ ~ Valley Tribune
But the San Gabriel Vall<rTribune expressed a different VII!W on
July 26. Although it called the
Evacuation "one of the most
shameful eplSOdes in American
hisrocy", the Tribune said that ·~t
was WnlllR for Americans today
and the world to judge the mass
internment in isolation. without

taking note of the terrible time in
which it took place", and reminded
its readers of Pearl Harbor and the
early victories of the Japanese
[mperial forces over the U.S. m
I ~ Tribune felt that "seam
an.i third generatim Japanese

Americans have become actJVlSts
agitating to right the intel1Ullell\
wrong" and that these acUVlbSIS
$25000 per family demand is
and WU'ealistic''.
"Even if the U.S. Treasucy were
overflowing, there is something
degrading in the thought that everything can be set str-.ught w_ith
mmey 0" said the Tribune, which
added, "1ndeed. Senator Hayakawa accuses those Japanese Americans seeking reparations of pulling a 'hustle' on the government.
and be says the vast majority of
Japanese American citizens op-

'wrong

POijt)S;an Gabriel newspaper also
expressed hope that the COllUllllr

sion would l10l attempt to set a
mooerary price oo the wartime intemmen~ paying only "proven
propeny losses which have never
been paid".
.
" Beyond this, the most "l'PtlJPnate act would be an offu:ial U.S.

~~~~~

their hearts the grace to forgive
the memocy of a darl< time."
• But the Tribune erroneously
CXllll~ the internment with the
sacrifices made by U.S. servicemen during WW2: "Some of them
(Japanese Americans) suffered.
But let them oo< forget that
292,131 American soldiers, sailors,
marines and airmen paid the full
price of the war tooched off Dec. 7,
1941 when the Japanese-attacked
Pearl Harbor without warning.
Their reoompense was $10,000 to
next of kin if they had ~ Government Issue msuraoce.
Commeol5 Oil the Air
Radio-television stations have
also presented editorials on the redress issue.
CBS-1V station KNXT (2) in Los
Angeles said, "Let's settle their
case", July 22-23 and canmenraror Phyllis Kirk Bush urged the
CWR!C to recommend reparatioos for former internees and

passing

preventive

measures

(Ax,~~ Los Angeles hearings,

KNX Newsradio in LA said Alli,
IO that "there isn't eoough money
in the world to buy back the rights

violated dlll'llll! wartime hysteria".
However, KNX feels that "this
country still has a debt to pay" and
suggested a presidential proclamatim setting aside a naoonal day

of atonement and remembrance,
plus observances by schools and
local governments, "because no
Americ.an is safe once the C.onstitutioo is that easily buldozed."
Also in LA, KNBC-1V (4) asked
oo Aug. 14, 15, and 17, "Do we
pretend (evacuatim) oever happened?" and then also asked. "Or
do we do as called for in the
Foortb, Fifth, Ninth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitutioo and give back what was
taken from them?"
To thelarterquestim, KNBC an:t-Wered, "Wesay,giveitback? with
40 years interest. But ooly if we
really believe that no j)e1'SOD
should be deprived of life, iibertr
ur pn~=v~roc:ess.

The Honolulu Advertiser commented July 17 that the CWRIC

"can setve an important educational purpose". But it raised the
questim of what can the oomnussion propose m the way of remedies because it noted:
"It is hard to im2gine that _the
OOtDlIUSSioo a,uld decide against
some sort of apology and redress
The relocation is already well documented and these hearings will
only bring oot more heart-rending

"Why don't you keep the money
?"
and buy yourself a human rights memory course.
stories from those who were rel<> "impossible" to assess the damage
cated but had preferred to keep
their lllldeserved stigma secret
from family and friends."
Rather the commissioo, says
the Advertiser, must find an answer to the problem of 'whatto do

next'':
" . .. the COlllIIUSSlon is 00W the
established vehicle on this issue.
Action is long overdue. This may
be the last OIJl)ortUtlity within the
lifetimes of many of those who
were interned for the nation to
make restitution. symbolic and
real, for a grievoos wrong dooe to,
them."

Los Angeles Times

inflicted oo each victim and determine equitable CXllJll)ellS8tioo. The
News also did not view the WW2
plight of the Japanese Arnepcans
as unique ro this a>untry, since 1l
asked:
"If this natioo decides it owes
$25 000 to each Japanese American' who was put man internment
camp, how inflllitely much roore
does it owe to the American Indians wh06e land it stole and

whose ancestor it killed, or to the
American blacks wh06e forebears
were brought here on slave ships
and subiected to the most brutal
oppressioo?"
Calling tbt, attempt ro investi-

After learning of Sen. S.L,
Hayakawa's
anti-redress: ~ e N ' / : i . ~ t ~
statements at the CWR!C hearings• and ultimately useless undertakin Los Angeles, cartoonist Paul,
Conrad cmtributed to the Los,
~'tt..t the United
Angeles Times a depictioo of the· States has at last acknowledged
c.alifomia senator at a piano with· the monstroos evil of the internAdolf Hitler learung over to him: ment policy and is <mSidering the
saying, "Play it again, Sam ... "
idea of reparatioos is evidence
David Kishiyama, who was born, that many of us, at least, are aware
in Heart Mountain (Wyo.) camp,.
wrote Aug. 4 in the Times: "The, of our error and perl1aps have
even learned from it That may be
the closest thing to justice that
a certain
ethnic
ancestry · history's victims can reasonably
warranted only m the ground that ~f~HeraldEumlner

~

lllf~J:"i!

=~~~J=~r
:~~~

a threat to.

Kishiyama not<d that ·~t should
be easy for the canmissioo 10 rm<1
that Executive Oroer 9066 was DOl
a military necessity"
Japanese Americans in Hawan.
which was closer to the war zcne.

since

were not ordered into camps.
Citing surveys taken by the·
JACL and the Rafu Shimpo,
newspaper which indicated that ·
approximately 5% of the Nikkei
surveyed do not favor redress, ·
Kishiyama said, "The horreodow,
hwniliation and loss of honor was
such a blow that some Japanese
Americans would lil<e to forget
that
shameful
episode in .
American histocy."
Kishi ama added, "But that
would wrong. This nation must
not fo':.'..sthat ~ . :

ii,

~

of Americans of
Japanese ancestry represents a
danger for all Americans of every
ethnic descent

"To deny just compensatioo for
such a wrong would allow that
precedent to be reaffirmed in
future situatioos Meaningful
redress and reparation. whether
directly to the victim (or heir) and/
or to a community fwxl, would be
the right way ro acknowledge that
wrong and help insure that a
similar crime will not be
committed in the furure."

Peninsula Tunes Herald
The Peninsula Times Tribune,
Palo Alto, lil<e other newspapers,
said July 16 that "money alone
cannot repair the grave injustice'::
Repeating the words of Hawau
Sen. Daniel lnooye, who asked the
CWR!C to produce a report "that
will awaken this experience long
enough tohauntthecmsciousness
f this natioo," the Times Tribune
~vised "All Americans, not just
the 80,000 relocatim camp. internees still with us, and their offspring, should be listening attentively."
The Times Tribune later reacted to Sen. Hayakawa's statement
at the LA hearings, and said in
another editonal Aug. 6 that the
senator's remarks were "nonsense" and that "caning from a
United States senator, such claptrap is offensive".
Sen Jose News
The San Jose News said Aug.13
that the internment of Japanese
Americans "was a natimal disgrace" but felt that it would be

Tcmy Castro of the Los Angeles
Herald Examiner also set his
_sights
OD Hayakawa and said Alli,
6
' "AB be (Hayakawa) testified _(in
1.A), you llad ro wmder which
was s!cker-tbe senator's callous
and baiting testimooy, especially
when be has DO fll'Sl-hand knowledge of the camps, or his little
smile that seemed to say he was
e,tjoying being jeered and booed
byCastrobis
own.also" noted, •e--..here
alongbecamehistwisted75
years,aroondS.LIJ:partakawJ

:'"'this,~

: : r e ~~ t
virtual rejectia, of his own ~
pie's heritage, culture, cmtnbulions,~~-ethnic sufferlll8CastrolD also 'eels that Hayakawa

,,
isn't being honest with himself:
"The bite of sarcsasm underscoresthesadnessandtragedyoot
~J;,f"t;.t="bu~ ~
Hayakawa, who has managed to
secret and semanticize his ethnic

identity into a ~tratioo cam,p
inawell-guardedp1tofhismind. _
OtberCommeolsonKedresS
Other newspapers from vanous
partson
the~~ ofoounreparatryhadnons·theirasw':il'.

=

The New Yori< Times said A~
4: "Fortunately, Japanese Americans as a groop have fared well m
postWar America. Their lastinjr,
resentment IS 1egiomate, but the
injustice done them does not canpare with that suffered by blacks
or American Indians."
A more appropriate response,
says the Times, would be "a ge,r
ture of atooement" such as a rur
timal mmwnent ro ' the 442nd.
Federal funding for scholanihips,
support for canmuruty and cultural projects and even pm.es for
distinguished Japanese Amen-

PSWDC redress lo
bold post-bearing session
LOS ANGEIBS-The JAO..
PSWDC redress committee will
hold a post heanng session for former wimesses m Aug. 28, 7:30
p.m., at Little Tokyo Towers, to
discuss their feelings and reactions. Members of the mental
health professions who also tesnfied, including clincial social worker Arny Iwasaki Mass, are scheduled to speak.
#

be f 'bl and
cans.
"'Ibosewould
easi e
meaningful
ways to deliver
an
apology that is long overdue."
noted the Times.
Just prior ro its folding, The
Washingtm Star canmented Aug.
6m the reparations movement for ·
both the fom1er camp mtemees
and the Japanese American sur.
aod Na.
of the Hiroshima
vivors
~bcm~~fu:iently
farreroovedfromanyactualhardships endured by Japanese Amencans that even Senator Hayakawa
has been embarassed by them
They are less the outcries of a
wronged people than efforts at
political comdemnatioo." _ .
The Star continued, "Hindsight
would argue with President Gerald Ford that the internment was ·a
national mistake.' Justice would
argue the worthwhileness of
spending mmey to wxlo the ill effects of the error. Nothing argues
for the quota approach to the
atonement"
The Reno Evening Ga7.ette disapproves of the $25,000 "blanket
reparanms" as they put It w July
19 because this type of redress

The Housron Olronicle feels
that the~-=tionissue'---..._..-lessly reopens old wounds, while
atiftremp~~enngJXlSSI
. 'l?!e: quanymgThe ~--'-'- also said in its
uuuuue

July 27 edirorial that it believes:
'"'The record of American so,..
ciety since World War II in its
treatment of those of Japanese
origin, citizen and IXIH:itizen
alike, is testimony enough of the
sensitivity of the American peapie. No useful l)Uil)06e, and patentially large disservice, is dooe by
attempting to put it in dollars and
cenHts.ow''ever, UPS syndicated oolumnist Garry Wills said in the
Dayton Daily News that monetary

redress is an appropriate preventive measure, as be oo<ed Alli, 6:
"It is wrong, some of the Japanese themselves say, ro think

there is any mmey eqwvalcnt for
the suffering of children in their
formanve years, the disgracing of
parents in their offspring's eyes,
the loss of a lifetime's work, the
disruption of communities. All
that is true; yet 1t plays mto the
hands of those who would_ have us
~ "crude. 11
forget what we chd----ancl 1~ mak.f:S
Actual damages should be paid • it more likely that we will do It

~~~~~~~ ~ ~
humble' national apology as well
Also
prevmtive
measures,
through congressional action
should be taken, says the Ga,.ette. '

natimal atonement (53/
$15 _per day for each day spent m
an mtemment camp) ~ be
legislated, to serve as wanung and
precedent for the future"
#

Individual Testimonies
TIME Magazine (Aug. 14), In covering tbe recent CWRIC bearinp all
Los Ani,,eles, fOCll'led oo testimony of two longtime JAClA!rs. Mabel T.
Otaspokeof per.oooal ll'llgl!dlesduetolackofmedlcalfacillties.Dr.Mary
S. Oda related the psycbological Impact of E09066 and ~ all
Maozaoar. BothalsowerebeanlonKAIICndioon C a r o l e ~
talk show S9 p.m. Aug. 17. Here are the opening portions of their

-

e Mabel T. Ota

eDr. Macy s. Oda

Mr~~~=~

JamMabelT.Ota&lappreciate
this opportunity to. testify before the
Mary Sakaguchi Oda. I live in
this commissim.
J wish to testify orally at the North Hollywood, California, and I
am a Rlysician and Surgeon, an

~ o,J:..~ei:

ment of Civilians.
I graduated UQ.A in summer,
:
April, 1940. With $500 in our savings as down payment, we purchased a small house in Los
Angeles and settled down ro married life.
Fredwasemployedassalesman
·
holesale roc1uce. I worked as
~ in a ~ market; took •
I.A Qty civil service exam and
worked as a clerk in the Flngerprint and Identification Bureau of
the LA Police depanment until

0:,.die~~~

~~==:,,.,~
to have a Japanese working in
their department and had me
transferred to the Jefferson
Brancll Library for a six weeks
assignment, and then terminated
my assignment without cause.
Wben I read and heard rumors
that all Japanese would be interned-I couldn~ believe it I kept

=~i':i1J..~j!r°1~
pen in a Democracy.

M.D.
Prei,vacuation I lived with my
~"=lj~~a~~

roomhouseon2½acreso anapncot orchard owned by my family,
We also owned 15 acres of farmland in (San Fernando) Valley
which was rented ro another Ja,
panese family. My family farmed
30 acres m leased land, 10 acres
adjacent to oor home and 20 acres
about 2 miles away.
In 1941 I had graduated UQ.A
and entered the University of califomia School of Medicine. At the
time evacuatioo was announced, I
was almost finished with the first
year in Medical School, and in c:rder ro get full credit for the year,
was given special oral exams by
my professors. Since we were allowed to bring only what we cook!
carry, I brought only • small SUltcase and my tt11croscope. I was
mentally prepared for camp because shortly before the announced evacuatioo, five of my
classmates and I pleaded with
Robert Gordon Sproul, then the
Olancellor to allow university students to remain in school instead
of being forced to go Or. Sproul
gave us no hope, saying that no
exceptions were to be made, and
the University could do nothing.
Two Weeks to Prepare
My family, in the meantime,
was given about two weeks to sell
all the farm equipmen, including
the Fordson tractor just newly
purchased for about $1,200, aod a
Caterpillar tractor with all the accessocy equiimen~ three horses
and mules. three tnJcks, one 4door passenger car, and three
sport a,upes. In oor backyard we
had a 500 gallm gas tank and

Grew Up in Imperial Valley
1 was raised in Imperial Valley
and had left to attend UCTA My
father and mother ran a small grocecy store in Holtville. When it became apparent that all of us would
beincarcerated,myparentswrote
me a letter asking us to return ro
Holtville to help them liquidate the
storeandbome.
AB Fred aod ~ fortunately, were
able to find a renter for oor f=
nished borne for the duration (the
rental a,vered the mortgage payments), we rushed to Holtville before the 30 mile curfew was to be
imposed My only sister, Margaret, also returned ro Holtville. ~ r " £ . i b e c a ~ ~ e ~
There we helped my father liqw· • date the grocecy store-fixtures vehicles.
My fatherwas unable to sell the
and all-at great loss. We were
farm equipment except for the
also able to find a renter for oor tractors, so they were left behind_
Holtville family home.
Our crops were sold forSl,100, the
The War Relocatioo Authority tractors for $200. The buyer of the
announced a call for volunteers to crops rented the house but never
go ahead tol'ostm, Ari= to help forwarded the rent knowing be
could oo< be evicted. Our fann was
rented also but again rent was neanyway, Fred and I decided ro vo- ver paid for the three year,, we
lunteer to go early. Wesoldourcar were away. Hoosehold goods~
to a young man who worked at a stored in a small storage building.
neighborhood gas statioo and be
When my family returned,
agreed ro drive us to Poston. We everything was gone except my
did have an advantage in that we piano mUSlc. My oldest brother
cookl load up the car with many took the Dodge tnJck to Fresno
personal belongings including where a former neighbor, a Cau-

:"'~wf~~::'~~
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The Asl.an Fam1·1y

• Guest Editorial: 'Inside the Gilded Ghetto'

Librarian. rred's JOb was to open
stores, barber shops, beauty
.shops, etc.-whatever was needed
in a commwlity. I opened crates of
machine. Margaret stayed behind discarded books sent to camp and
to evacuate with mother and set up a public library.
father.
_
By the latter part of 1942 the
administratioo began encow-aging
Hol, Dusly and De9oJate
people to leave camp if they could
~ ;:,;_v=t;.,~%i""'.: find a sponsor. Fred was offered a

© 1981, I.as Angeles Herald Examiner. Reprinb,d by permission.

In its own environs, the Asian Pacific family tends to be like die
agrarian family: exceedingly closeknit and structured, the a bsolute center of the individual's life. Not 5Ulllrisingly, it's a powerful motivator and
a lever of oontrol. But experience tells us that once uprooted ro the United
States, the family tree dies. The worry is that, without the cement of the
traditinnal family, our Asian ccmmwlity will have a great difficulty
single blade of grass because the
sustaining the measure of su c c'thas
e shad
s ~ ro now.
~~~~a:=
The decline of the traditional Asian f
y has a number of causes
dust rose with eveiy step taken
Like all families that serve as
· units, it insists on a strict and when the wind blew the dust
hierarchy of male over female, old over young. Take old Japan, for was so heavy it became difficultto
example. Here the household head was served meals and given the see. The dust would blow inro the
choicest morsels, and he was allowed to determine the residence, occu- barrackroomsthroughthecracks
pation and marriage parmers of his children. and even in contemporary
in the walls and between the floorJapan, Western influence notwithstanding, we still observe major remnants of this male-<:entered wliverse. But this cultural style won't wash in boards.
the comparative egalitarianism of the United States, and Asian families m:'~~re~ryw~~
sense it Asian women here find they can reject the patriarchal family
sttucture, and do. Qlildren find they can challenge parental authority, general manager of c.ammwuty
ente lllrises and I became Head
and do.
Economic causes can be found behind many of the woes. While it is
entirely obvious that some Asian families do very well financially here,
those that don't have special problems. In the less fortunate families, the
high underemployment and unemployment of Asian males, especially
'
recent immigrants, causes women and children to lose a degree of _Otatlruod from -1'¥
respect for their men Korean and Filipino men wOO worked as dcx;tors or Kong, Taiwan and Singapore.
lawyers in their country but can't pass the U.S. licensing exams due to "Oddly enough, their develop~ e difficulties often end up in menial jobs unbefitting their ment is being speeded up by
education-if they can find work at all. And since women must also work, World War n and its afterfor sheer eo::nomic survival, they simply can't as.sume all domestic and math," he noted And the sw-ge
childrearing duties. They've thus begun pressuring their men to help at
home. 1bis development, to put the matter without any delicacy at all, is will continue forward in this
decade, he predicted.
blowing the Asian male mind away.
The problems such family trauma creates are twofold A familiar
Olanges in tax policy advo- ·
consequence, community sources say, is the demoralized immigrant
cared by Nakagama include
husband. frustrated by the seeming unconcern of America, who may elimination of the double taxa·
lash out by drinking and beating his wife. The wives then suffer tragic
degrees of mental distress. and the consequent breakdown in social tion on dividends, removal of
oontrol encourages some Asian youths to join gangs or tum to drugs as a -the capital gains tax and "a
comforting alternative to rootlessness and cultural confusion. To make large amount of savings ought
matters worse, help fn:rn the outside social welfare agencies is stymied to be made tax exempt''. He
by the immigrant commwlity's tendency to keep mum about its prob- supports the Federal Reserve
lems: To air dirty laundry publicly is to lose face and create a bad image Board's tight monetary policy
of itself to the majority society. (Though the more the assimilated groups,
such as the Filipinos or the American-born Japanese and Clrinese, have "if you mean to defeat inflawisely begun to speak out)
There are other consequences. Pride in the family name and the Steve Okayama named to
importance of collective face that ccrnes with close-knit kin is the strong- LTCDAC chainnanship
est motivating force for upward mobility the canmunity has had. Therefore, to lose the family engine is IO set each ship adrift. Unless the Asian LOS ANGELES-Steve Okayama
family sttucture can find a way with which to withstand these economic is 1981-82 chainnan of the Mayor's
and cultural pressures, or w,til individual identities and ambitions can be little Tokyo c.ammunity Developmore strongly established, the comrnwtity will lose an important motiva- ment Advisory Committee.
ting force. Happily, the newer generations or offspring are getting more
individualistic and more self-motivated.. But now a lot of them aren't sure
who they are anymore. [Next week] we look at their ''middle shade"

NAKAGAMA

~emna

.

#

Fourth in the series of I I editorials on the troubled Asian community in
Los Angeles. The entire set is oow available in reprint form by writing to
the Herald El<aminer, Editorial Page, P.O. Box 2416, Terminal Anoex,
Los Angeles, CA 90051

• For the Record

Certain errors appearing in Pete lmamura's coverage of the CWRIC
hearings should not be ascribed ro him, but to the editor attempting ro add
a personal truch to the slOry, such as: (I ) Noriko Bridges is the wife of
Harry Bridges (not J ack: Aug. 21 PC), and (2) Harry Kawahara is
currently a student counselor at Pasadena City College (not a high school:
Aug.14 PC). Our apologies roall ooncerned-F.d.

. •••••••••••••••••••••._• Midwest District
elects John Tani gov.

sr. LOUIS, Mo.-Midwest Oisnict Council elected Chicago
J AO.. president John Tani as its
•· governor for the roming biennium
at the recent EDC-MDC joint cooventi90 here

jMarutama Co. Inc. j
Fish Cake Manufacturer
Los Angeles

. .
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the doctor had delivered three babies and had oollapsed so he had
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GOODBYE
GRAY HAIR!

: ; ; ~ ~~ t
one O.B. docror for the entire

' tion" with careful matching of
fiscal and incomes policyothetwise, it's like strategic
bombing, "it works by destroying selectively".
While tax rates are a problem, Nakagama feels there is
an even greater problem:
"Our tax system rewards profligacy. It rewards borrowing.
It rewards going head over
heels into debt and it penali2.es
sa, ings and investment
"It seems to me that encouraging savings and investment as much as possible
ought to be the main thrust of
our tax changes-not simply
massive tax cuts.
"We need a much greater
change in our policy designed
to stimulate savings and investment and capital fonna- ·
tion more directly than what
(the Reagan Administration
is) talking about"
#

Goodbye gray hair, hello Silvercheck the leading formula in 26 countries nnw available in the U.S .
Silvcrcheck makes gray

hair young again-secre1ly
and easily. The leading
formu la fo r men and
women in 26 countries .
Si lvercheck is as simple to
use as hair tonic . Leaves
you with namral looking

Send $3 .95 for one 4-oz.

Cream or Liquid, $7.50 for
two. Add SI postage
and ha ndli11g

.

Sllverthec:k , Dept. f,06, 313 Vista de Valle, Mill Valley, CA 94941
Credit card holders. order by calling collect: (415) 381-0590

Allow rimt/<>r dtlli•try. Calif. Rts. add6'f. salts ra.i .
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An opportunity to learn
all phases of Japanese cooking .. .

OSECHI CLASS
On Saturdays, lOa.m to Noon
SEPEMBER 5, 12, 19, 26

OSECHI CONSISTS OF FOUR COURSES
I. ICHJNC>-JU-lwawikanaand Kucllitori
2. NINC>-JU-Broiled and Fried
3. SANNo-JU-Cooked Vegetables
4. YONo-JU-Suno-mono
Each course CXXlSists of six or seven different dishes.

Also newl y available, • poster tri bute to ISSEI WOMEN ,
be.iutifully illustn .ted by Gail A rata nl; frtt with orders of
five or more storybooks.
for price informatio n, contact :

Registration Fee: $100
MAIL TO:
Japanese Cooking Class - Matao Uwale
110 N. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, CA 90012-628-4698

=,ttt'tv.urcii.ilJl9

We also have Sushi Class Wednesday Nights
Sushi Class Fee: $120

/41S/848 ·31fl9
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so easy to prepare

DAY'S
ed Shrimps
Fillets

.. .This glittering narrative ideal
ization of the sam urai code
has sold over 120-million
copies in )aQ<tn, and o ne
can sec why'.'
-l'u blishers Week! y

®

Two Shops In l ittle Tokyo

330 E. 1st Sl.·340 E. 1st St.
l ot Angeles, CIIII. 90012
S. Ueyama, Prop.

n■ m

readyfor tlte ntitltelitic
samurai classicfrom /fapa11.

Santa Monica, Cali!.
"!ARY & GEORGE ISHIZUKA 828-0911

"VISIT OLD JAPAN __ _

Largest Stoc k of Popular

±

Jf you lovedSltog1111,yp11're

=

"Shogun must look to its la urels .
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Silvercheck

Depl. 606 /(4 15) 381-0590

313 Vista de Valle
Mill Valley. C:A 94Qd •

Please send me. in a plain wrapper, _ bottles of Silvercheck
Cream 0 , Liquid O . / understand SUvercheck is sold with
011 u11conditional moneyback g11aran1u . Enclosed is my check
for~- - - - which inc ludes $1 posuige and handling.
Charge 10 my □ VISA □ MA STER CHARGE .
,c. 45
Card Number_,---cc-,----,-c:-----,--- Exp. Date _ _ _•

Available in bilingual editions: JillpJ n~ / English, C hin~ 1
English, 11nd Pilipino/ English .

[llil :f~~~:t,g~~ER

color 1ha1 you comro1.

Silvercheck won't wash
out, won't leave gray roots.
is not a dye . In 2-3 weeks,
Silvercheck gives you
freedom fro m gray hair.
Discover it now!

-------------------------

A storybook fo r p.ar1mts and gundparenls to share wit h
child ren .agtt 7 to 12.

KAMA.BOKO

-AIKll(IIIRAND-

for the doctor. Dr. WalwnatsU ex- baby out She gave me very faint
amined me and said: "Yoor baby's ciy and I thought she was not red
heartbeat is getting very faint I but white. She was rushed ro the
will have to use forceps to deliver incubator and I did not see her for
the baby and I will have to give you three days. I was told that she was
a local pain killer because we do rooweakrobemoved.
not have an anesthesiologist We
(To Be Concluded)

A picture bride tells the touching story of her life in the
United Statn.

Los~des • 68o-1¢j

~f .:-· ...... . .. •.•. . ...... , -' ---------- --'
I
YAMASA

♦
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nibutors, a mail order house. He
left camp but I stayed behind because I was pregnant and expect·
ing a baby in May, 1943. The baby
arrived a mooth early-after eight
moothsgestationnnAprill3, 1943.
n~
~~t : '~~,,.';

From J.ip.tn to Ame rica to yo u, an lssti's experience.

Sporu & c..u,J,
j 10 8
ljj)ap,nacVilbgel'b7aMall

~s.!~~~Moo
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A Heart as Strong
as M t . F u j i ~

Naomi's Dro.-5 Shop

sit

camp. The nq
checked me in- can't wall any longer oecause we
frequently. At one time she said do_ not have a resUSCl~tlng mathat I was bearing down incorrect- chine to revive the baby.
ly. I had long, long hours of labor. I • I remember many details in the
must have looked ghastly because delivery room. After using the
my si.>ier came to visit me in labor scalpel to cut me he picked up the
and left the room abruptly. Later forceps. I thought it looked like the
she told me I looked so awful that ice tongs used by the icemanshe went outside to vomit
when he delivered a block of iceIn 1Jlborf0< 28 Hours
only the ends were long and flat-

, =_...;_....
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pots; ~ aruf my· sister's sewing

ffilYRKO
Luochaoa OiDDu Cocktails

PASADENA 139 S. L-o J Rob le s • 795-7005

J

ORA N GE 33 T own a Country • 541·3303 ·

TORRANCE 24 Del Amo Fas h. Sq.• 542-1177

$ 17.95 at bookstores now

Harper & Row/ Kodansha Intemat1

-
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Mexico
Convention

Sacramento, Ca
My wife, Ruth, and I joined over 100 other
JACLers who traveled to Mexico City in late
July to attend the first Pan American Nisei
Cooventioo. Nisei from Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Canada, Colcmbia, Mexico, Peru, and
the United States attended. Toe convention
was historic, warm and lavish. Some randan thoughts follow:
OwckKuboka- chaiJperson of Natiooal JACL Intematimal Relatioos Committee, certainly deseives a special cunmendatioo for pranoting and spearheading JACL's participation in
this historic convention. Wori<ing oo a virtually ~ t
· budget, he single-handedly pushed his dream to fulfillment
Chuck's dedication and enthusiasm exemplified the finest qualities of JACL and emphasi,,Es again bow ooe persoo--Ole
voltmteer-can Ujake a difference.

An HistDric Meeting, those are the ooly words that can adequately convey the feeling of tmity and canmoo ptU1)0Se that
emerged Iran the cooventioo. Four common threads appeared
to bind the Pan American Nisei together: First, our common
Japanese heritage of which we are all very proud; Second, the
commoo history of discrimination and persecution which our
Issei parents experienced in their respective natioos; Third, the
feeling that we are all native born citizeos of our respective
COWltries and have made great progress (although not amplete)
in being recogniz.ed as full citizeos; and Fourth, the need to define
anew relatiooshipwith Japan based oo a recognition that we are
not"overseasJapanese" butcitizeosofourrespectiveAmerican

natioos.
The cooventioo decided to: (1) hold a second convention in
1983 and (2) begin the formulation of a Pan American Nisei
•Associatioo. For its part, JACL bas agreed to take an active part
in drafting the initial charter which will have to be ratified by the
orgmmatioos representing the respective eotmtries (obviously,
the first draft will have to be approved by the Natiooal JACL
Board). The next convention will be held in Peru unless the
JAO,-cy December 1981-can make a solid amrnitment to
host the next convention here.

'lbe Mexican Hospitalily was warm and lavish. Greeted at the
airport, we were transported to El Presidente Hotel (Cl,apultepec), the finest hotel in Mexico City. There, each of us found a
gift of flowers, pastries, tequilla, and cigarettes in our room At
the meetings, the Mexican Nisei provided us special headphones
and simultaneous translatioos of all proceedings. Toe Mexican
Nisei entertained us with a cocktail reception, outdoor Mexican
fiesta, reception at the Japanese Ambassador's borne, a lavish
dinner in their own homes, Mexican fashioo show, tours, and a
final Sayooara dinner. Toe hospitality of our wann Mexican
hosts created friendships that will be long cberisbed and hopefully renewed at the next Pan American Nisei Conventioo.
A Special 1banks must be made to the Mexican Coovention
Board: Enrique Shibayama, Carlos Kasuga, Rene Tanaka, Alejandro Ito, Angel Tsumura, Tito T sutsumi, and Manuel Murakami Also to Alicia Shibayama, head of their women's committee. To all of them I can oo1y say "Muchissimo Graciasl "

Letterbox

HIS SLEEP.

l:;;rs~ ~~":",%res~

that while American multinational
companies dominated international markets, they steadfastly raised
the
of free enterprise and
open competition Now that many
Japanese companies are mounting
strong challenges to American industrial dominance, many of our
industries are running to the gov•emment for protection.
Japan, though, has been far
fn:m greedy with its recent suc-

banners

cesses in internatiooal markets.
About 750,IXXl jobs have been created by the $l5 billion that Japan
has invested overseas. Here in the
United States, Japanese-run com-

panies run smie JOO plants with a
worlcfon:e of 50,IXXl. LJlSI year, the
Japan F.cootmic Research Centre
estimated that the<XlUDtry's direct
foreign investment would reach
$150 billim by 1990, the equivalent
of 4% of its gross national product,
making Japan the biggest overseas investor after the U.S.
Certainly, as Dr. Tsttjimura
writes, "Japan's growing success
in industry and trade aroused
waves of anxiety and resentment r
At the same time, though, one cannot help but notice the recent
books and television studies which
attempt to aoalyz.e the suca,ssfuJ
techniques of Japanese management and industrial production
1bereis a growing awareness that
there are things IO be leamed from
the way Japanese managers inte~te workers into the ~

35~~0
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making process. The concept of
job security has a greater meaning·
in Japan than it does here in
America. l.oog, secure jobs are
guaranreed by big a,mpanies to
perllaps .JO% of the worlcfon:e.
Unemployment is lower and fewer people leave their jobs every
year. On the average, IS% of the

people of Japan look for work each
year, while the figure in Britain.
for example, is 24%.
Pnxluctivity in business is not
the ooJy example that Japan has
set for America The rate of an-est
and cmvictioo of street criminals
in Japan is 70times greater than in
America.
r think that we here in California
have had a special opportunity to
appreciate the richness of Japanese culrure and the antribulioo
of the Japanese American com- 1
munity in particular. I also think it
is clear that Japan has becomeooe
of America's most dependable and
trustworthy allies. In the areas of
industry, culrure and international
security, America and Japan have
much 10 share with each other.

DAN O'KEEFE
State Senator, 12th Dist
Sacramento, Ca

e Farly WW2 Hysteria
Editor.
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Aug 15-,Prewar Kibei newsLegim of Merit (highest non-<nn

bat award for a Nisei in the Pa-

cific) for work in Pacific MIS Re-

search sectioo; assembled library
of 4,IXXl official Japanese orders,
manuals and data. indexed under
25,IXXl headings.
Aug. IS-Univ. of Deover-Nat'l
pPinim Research c.enter poll
shows two thirds of adults in U.S.
falsely believed J_.,ese Americans acted as spies during war
years. In Aug. 29 poll, we-thirds of
same populatioo falsely believed
Japanese Americans oommilt<d
salx,rage during the war. Poll releases both stressed FBI reports of
oo persoos of Japanese ancestry in
U.S. during war were frond guilty
of espiooage or sabotage .

Jmnsoo

Aug. 22-Rep. Leroy
(D-Ca), who authored several antiN"isei bills in 1942, admits fear of
Nisei uprising in Hawaii was ..a

false alarm" and that Japanese
Americ.ans ''really were loyal" in
Sacramento Bee article.
Aug. 26-lmmigratiat Service
to release sm,e 100 Japanese Peruvians interned for nearly three
years at Crystal Qty, Tex., towari<
at Seabrook (N.J.) Farms,

"p~ca2,7fy~~t ~

(F.dilor's Nol&--While minutes of the proceedings are being prepared
by Ille Mexip, Qty anvmtioo a:mmittee, we shall rely w our notes
taken while listming to the simultaneous translation and frun material,
much of it in Spanish, which was provided each delegate, to WflllHIP our
report in a future PC issue.)

Nor ONLY HAS HE 8ROKEN
YOUR RECORD, MR. RIP VAN
WINKLE - HE TALKS IN

• U.S.-Japan Business
Editor:
I have been reading the Pacific
am.en for quite some time now
and it has been a vecy valuable
source of infonnatioo and commentary to me. The diversity of
opinioo and philosophy is a sign of
the strength and maturity of the
Japanese American community in
this country. The pwix,,;e of this
letter, though, is to comment on
the thoughtful editonal of Dr. Tsuj imw-. in the July 17tlussue.
American industry has prowled great leadership in recent deoades, especially in the area of
new tecltnology. However, creativity and ingenuity are not solely
the domain of this coontry and it
was inevitable that other great

aooounts frozen since Dec. 7, 1911,
by Gereral Ruling IIA
All@. 23-U.S. Qvil Service bars
MIS veteran (Seichi ~
Orange County) seeking War
Dept civilian job in Tolcy < t11
loyalty charge; other bODorably
discharged N"isei veterans also
turned down for civilian jobs with
War Oeparttnen~ JAO.. leams.
Aug. 30--AO..U pays $1,IXXl reward to Caucasian hotel proprietor for info leading toanvictioo of
anthlapanese terrorist, Robert
Hailey, a tanner, who shot into
banes of retuming evacuees in
Southern Alameda Olunty in Sep. 1945, and who was foond
guilty last sp~-

I was j u s t ~ a new book

here, "Dooble Edged Secrets"
(Sen. Dan loouye wrote the for-

wanl) whicba,ocemstheradiointelligence war that went oo after
Pearl Harbor. It's easy to understand what kind of hysteria
gripped the country, if yoo read
what ainditioos were like the days
after Pearl Harbor was attacked.
The author-a naval officer sta-

=a~~

a naval patrol plane aJmost attacked a tug boat returning frun

Wakelsland,becausetheb<qesit

was towing resembled "miniarure
submarines"! The ooly reascm it
wasn~ sunk, was radio intelligence
still had plotted the loog missing
tug boat oo its charts.
VAUGHN M. GREENE
SanBruno,Ca

•'.Goodnigbt,Scotty'

landing, dirigibles attacking, mass . Editor.
Nooe were affected more than

cruiser and sub attacks, etc. Flve
planes coming in from the"Enterprise" were shot down by our own
anti-aircraft He mentioos that it
was so dangerous to drive at night,

::":"tse.~'!
J ~ carriers and u battle-

~~ace~~=
~ !i,' ;

ships w e r e ~ -.yet~

=:::

the New Erlj!land Ntse1 at the _un-

timely passmg of T. Scott Miyakawa for thougbbe worked for a)!

ii)!=a n d ~ y

yearsofthe "diaspora''.,bewasooe
of us. A review of his academic
.~ . : : i , , ~ i n ~ ~ ~
ship to which his professitllal ail~ will attest but the commao ·
~-~~andpul>This is message i his family
frialds
the broador~
of Japanese Americans to say bow
much we of New Fngland cherisbed and loved him; we will lDISS

message of a carrier was reported,
then cut off, it was decided saboteurs were at wori<. r..ter it was
frundthereportwasfalse,andthe
~~ cut the phone an:wt by
From the above examples, it's
oot hard to see where scme people
may have got the idea in the first
gnevously.
.
days of the war that there was 5th
Good night, sweet P ~
oolumn activity-yet all these re- And tlig/,lts of angels S1llg thee to
th
ports were proven false.
Y rest.
Even two ~tbs after the war,
~~

..':ci

h/."'

FROM HAPPY VAWY: by Sachi Seko

Camp Newspapers Coming 'Home'
Salt Lake City
In a lifetime, a persoo experiences only a few
close relationships. Since the few must suffice
for an entire life, they leave their distinctive
imprint One is forever altered by such an experience of human contact You can never be
the same again And ever after, all those who
enter your life, will be measured against those
who occupy this special place with you. Very
few will be permitted later entry.
It does not matter that years, even a generation passes, without another encounter. Contrary to the apinion of some, physical presence
is not a requirement of closeness. One can often
feel terribly lonely in the wroog company.
There is also the loneliness that is felt in a
crowd Some believe that constant contact is
necessary to cultivating a meaningful human
relationship. It is surprising bow many people
never really get to know each other this way.
Bttt then, those are ordinary relationships And
I include some of blood and marriage. I am
writing about the rare connectioos that transcend all time and place. As close to being perfect, as hwnan frailty permits. Perhaps because frailty is visible and acceptable between

Courier and its staff. My other family in camp.
As years pass, canmtmication between us lessens. Maybe because most of us are lousy letter
writers. Last December, I had one questioo to
ask of a former staffer, to wh<m I hadn't written u:i close to thirty years. It wasn't much of a
letter, ooly a couple of paragraphs. Most of my
correspondence reads like telegrams. Regarding the respoose I wanted, I remember writing,
"Please hurry." And I recall being very taken
with my atavistic impertinence, after a silence
of three decades. I was not disappointed. For by
return mail, the answer came. It was written
with such aplomb, it could have been a continuation of yesterday's cooversation. This is
the kind of relatiooship I mean. Those that happen too infrequently and must last a lifetime.

. . .

All thisCOllles to mind because of an article in
the May 15th issue of the Pacific Citi1.en. The
Library of Congress Photoduplicatioo Service

can provide the microfilm editioo of camp
newspapers, among them the Gila News Courier. Toe San Diego JACL, tmder the directioo of
Mas Hironaka, is currently soliciting ftmds to

purchase the microfilm edition for the files of
the Pacific Citizen.
Each year, the number of camp survivors
decreases. Long after wearegooe, it will be the
written word that bears our testimony. Toe
camp papers are a record of daily events as
theyoccurred.ltisimportanttopreservethis
documentatioo. Bttt my interest in the project
exceeds historical value. I think it would be nice
to know that the Gila News Courier and all the
camp papers will be coming heme, among their
own. It is time.
Coolributions can be mailed to Mas Hironaka, cJo
It was the same war, in a different place and SanDiegoJAo..,P.O.Box25>18,SanDiego,CA92112.
way, that brought asimilar hwnan encounter to Oleckssbould be-Pll)'mlleto, "SaoDiegoJAQ.me. I have written previously of the Gila News l'C Project."

true friends.

Toe distinguished writer, William Manchester, experienced this relatiooship in the Pacific War. Years later, as an aging man, he
wrote a moving memoir of that time, "Goodbye,
Darkness." A book distinctive from all his
others because it was so deeply personal He
wrote of canrades from that war, '"Those men
on the line were my family, my home. They
were closer to me than I can say, than any
friends had been or ever would be."
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FROM THE FRYING PAN: by Bal Hosokawa

Sparky 'Stranded' at the Whit~ House
Denver, Colo.
Just before the recent and unlament· ed strike by the Professional Air Traffic
- Con trollers Organi7.ation, some 55
members of the United States Senate
signed a letter addressed to controllers
•, /
warning that their demands were not
being looked oo sympathetically by Congress.
SenatorsDanielKinouye, SparkM.MatsunagaandS.I.
Hayakawa were among the signatories.
The House sent a similar letter to members of the.t!Oion
and Congressman Norman Y. Mineta was one of those
who signed it
The point I am trying to make is that the Americans of
Japanese descent serving their nation in Congress are
involved day after day in critical decisions affecting all
Americans---approving the national budget, cutting taxes,
seeking ways of preserving the solvency of the Social
Security system, helping to shape the outline of our national d efense establishment, and on and on and on.
And yet, as the Washington Post revealed recently, the
Secretary of State of the United States saw not the individual features of the distinguished senator from Hawaii,
Spark M Matsunaga, but just another Japanese face when
they met at a White House dinner in honor of Japan's
prime minister, z.eoko Suzuki
Perhaps the fault wasn't entirely Haig's. According to
the Post's story, Senator Matsunaga and his wife found

. j

themselves being escorted back to the Japanese group
during the cocktail hour every time he finished talking to
the American guests he knew. Just before dinner, the Post
reported, Japanese and American guests were placed in
separate waiting rooms. Matsunaga found himself
ushered in with the Japanese group. The ooly other
American there was Haig who went around introducing
himself to Suzuki's aides, and he mistook the Senator for
one of them. The Post said a helpful Japanese visitor
identified the Senator for the Secretary of State.
•
•
It's an amusing story, but also a provocative one. What
must a Nisei do to be recognized as an individual?
Well, that may not be exactly a fair question. In the
proper setting, the Senate chambers for instance, Spark
Matsunaga would be recognized by almost any high Washington official. Bu t in a group where one expects to see
only Japanese, it is understandable that Senator Matsunaga blended into that environment, so to speak. Could you
pick ou t a black African in a group of American blacks?
There is no denying that Asian Americans are becoming
increasingly more visible in American society-ln politics, business, the arts and sciences, among academicians.
There is no way to quantify, but it's a pretty good guess
that they are asked less frequently today than ten years
ago where they learned to speak English so well, or how
long they've been in this country. And that must be considered progress of sorts.

EAST WIND: by Bill Marutani

Home-Style Remedies
-r'

Rilladelpbia
AND TIIEN TiiERE was )".ltto. When administered for reAS OF TiflS writing rm fighting a "swn- storative purpose&-be it a persistently aching joint, a sore
mer cold". last Saturday I kept running shoulder,etc.-itwasnotcalled)".lito. ltwas knownasyaitowhen
through the rain while perfonning one
applied for punitive plJJ1)05es to a rambunctious rascal, usually
chore or another, and thought nothing of it
OD the buttocks.From thatyoucancoocludeforyourselfwherel
Until the next morning. Not being one given
picked up the term which has stuck first physically and DOW
tomedicatimif I canavoid itOveryseldom
mentally. Yaito, asa treatment,may begreatsruff. But not for
take aspirins, for example), I'm leaving it up to my body's "name.
tw-al defenses" to get rid of this cold, but the malady hangs on,
1HE ISSEI HAD other on-~pot remedies, sane of which I
sore throat and all Then I began thinking of some home reme- do use even today. For example, stemming the flow of blood
dies that my Issei mother might administer, and beyond hot salt when one had a bleeding nose, often incwTed during a judo
water I couldn't think of the other ingn,dient(s): Vinegar, was it? sessioo. The head would be tilted back and a few short, rabbit
Grate in sane sboga? Wife Vicki chuckled as she otiaerved me punches would be administered to the back of the neck with the
concocting this witch's brew with which I gargled.
. edge of an open palm. And if memory serves me correctly, this
TIIERE WERE, INDEED, a nwnber of home remedies that would be followed up by having the bleeder sit on the mat while
my Jssei mother employed, and although I was the recipient of the first-aid administrator bounced the bleeder up and down a
sane of them, I can\ recall just what they all were, or if I do few times. It seemed to.work, everytime.
recall one er two, I don't know the fonnula Except for one,
A FEW YEARS ago, I took sane lessons in cardio-pulmonary
which rve never used simply because as a lad, I disliked the
resuscitation, CPR, Haven't had occasion to apply it, but it could
sruff: okai, the equivalent of the Jewish mother's chicken soup, be a life saver, literally. Also, everyone should learn the techthere just might be something to it: the Olinese, with their nique of how to help a victim choking on food lodged in the
highly-cultivated culture going back thousands of years, have an
throat, also a life-saver involving a very simple technique.
elixir using a dressed, whole chicken which is slowly steamed
"CURING" IDCCUPS is another technique: I learned it from
(withsomeherbs,aslrecall),and theresultingpotionisreputedmy second grade teacher. I recall once having hiccups in class,
ly a universal "silver bullet". As a matter of fact, we happen to which sanehow is not very cooducive to attentiveness by the
have the necessary paraphemalia, including the special steam- . other second-graders-except as to your hiccups, anxiously
ing pot and the dried herb, which a kind, Cllinese American, Paul
waiting for your next spasm So my teacher called me forth and
Young (San Francisco peninsula) had sent to me a decade or so
asked if anything was wrong. When I replied that I had the
ago when I was battling cancer.
hiccups, she slyly retorted that she hadn't heard any such thing
AS I RECALL, my mother even had home remedies for our
and wanted to hear it Whereupoo she place her ear near my
pets. If a cat, or dog, showed signs of serious illness, my mother
mouth Tilis second-grader would then be so "up tight'' that the
would proceed to cut off the tips from Diamond matches (do
next hiccup wouldn't come out, and with a "See?" I would be
they make those anymore?) grind them up, mix in water, and
returned to my seat It worked, and it works today.
force this coococtioo down the animal's throat They invariably
ITS AU. QUfIB a mixture: okai, chicken soup, rabbit
survived-perhaps rotwithstanding the cmcoctioo.
punches, CPR, and just listening. Home style, all.

.
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Japanese-Speakina Fitter: SUe Maeda (By Appointment)
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25 YEARS OF SERVICE
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Meanwhile, the fight m ust continue against stereotypes.
It's going to be a lengthy battle, and so long as a United
States Senator can be mistaken for a foreign visitor , it's
going to be a stubborn battle.
One thing we can do to help speed the time when we see
each other as individ uals is to make sure that we ourselves
aren 't guilty of seeing people in terms of stereotypes. #

MUSUBI: by Ron Wakabayashi

The Nisei
as Hero(ine)

Our pioneer Issei still call them young
people, although they are looking more and
more like Ojicban and Obachan these days.
Relatively speaking, I guess it is okay for the
Issei to see the second geoeratioo in that
perspective. From where I sit, l see more
snow oo the mountain.
I hear Nisei voices talk about the Sansei and Yoosei as young
people. "It's time that the young people takeover." I doo't believe
a word of it. The Nisei doo't mean it, anymore than the Issei did.
They are not ready to roll over and play dead In fact, the times
require the opposite. It is the time of the Nisei to finally take
center stage.
The War placed the Nisei in an awkward positioo. With their
parents suddenly declared enemy aliens, many rounded up by
the FBI, they had to take center stage before their time and
make the best of it. It must have been a real difficult positioo. In
my late teens and early twenties, I was having a good time. I
wonder how much the responsibility of head of household, community spokespersoo, and the bleak outlook of forced incarceration takes w.vay from tbooe fllll years.
The early voice of the Sansei constantly cmstipated the Nisei ·
"Why didn't you resist?" "Why don't you ever talk about the
camps?" It was more than a generatioo gap. The limited history
and insight that Sansei were provided, allowed ooly a negative
view of the Nisei as the quiet American. The Nisei didn't fight
The Nisei didn't stand up. The Nisei were bananas. I think many
of the Nisei started believi_ng ~ the.Sansei were right
The Sansei were wrong. The Sansei voices at the Commissioo
Hearings have changed. Listen to their testimony. They are
talking about the Heroic Nisei They are talking about the most
decorated unit in U.S. Army histocy, the 100th/442nd. They are
talking about the sacrifices that each Nisei made to provide for
the welfare of their parents and childiffl. Tuey are listening to
the testimony of the Nisei at the bearings, and discovering more
and more of the character of the Nisei The "gaman" and "gambaru" of the second generatioo touches you in its heroism.
When the Sansei first looked at the Nisei, they saw a peq,Ie
that could bave been described as "ki ga chisai". Now we know
different Listen to the Sansei voices, who are saying "'The Nisei
have made me very proud. to be_J~ American."

Mr. and Mrs. Nisei, please join Ojichan and Obachan on the
pedestal. Your time has come, enjoy it!
It is not the time to rollover and play dead The attitude of the
Sansei is now changing with a fuller story of your histories
filtering into our common collective knowledge. Understand
that the pedestal that you DOW occupy, also gives you a longer
way to fall The Sansei expectation is not for perfection. The
Sansei understand the Nisei's human limits, as you understand
the human limits of your parents and their generation. The
expectation is for you to finish what you started. You proved you
were good Americans in the face of an enoffllOUS American
wrong. As good citizens, you have to finish making this counny a
place safe for good citizens.
#
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lions will follow in 1982 & 19&3. To offset this year's more
heavily taXed income tax. specialists suggest that taXpayers

WASHINGTON WRAP-UP: IOII lkejiri

1981 TaxLaw
Changes
Washington
Several articles have appeared in the
· ~ news magazines as well as newspapers dw-ing the past week which outline strategies
and maneuvers which can yield taX savings
under the 1981 Tax Law rerently passed by
·
Congress. Some of these changes and opportunities for savings are outlined briefly below, as they will significantly impact the tax liability of many Pacific Citizen readers.
INDIVIDUAIS. Individual income taX rates presently ranging from 14-70% will be cul 10 a top rate of 50% for 1982.
Beginning with a 5% reduction on Oct 1, 1981, fw-lher redU<r

DR.M.ODA
Coadnued rrom Page 2

casian, used the truck and returned it to us Lhree years later.

The4door Plymooth was left with

a dentist friend, who on our return
three years later, flatly told my
family he had sold it To have the
kind of farm business my family
owned at the time of evacuatioo
would, in today's inflated dollar
economy, cost half a millioo

dollars.

Family of Nine
My famtly consisted of 4 boys, 3
gu:ls and our parents. The eldest
brother was a pracncing dentist in

Gardena, having just graduated
USC Dental SchOOI in 19'11. The
second was a third year dental stu·
dent at USC. the third a second
year medical student in Mil·
waukee. My older sister was a
UCLA graduate, helping oo the
farm and wotiang part-timeoothe
local paper, the Kashu Mainichi.
Then came myself and younger
sister, a sophcrnore at UQ.,A, and
a younger brother in the 10th
grade.
My reacuon to theorderto(<VOC·
uate was one of numbness-I
CXJWdn'I feel anything, oo rage nor
anger. Prior to that order, our
movements were restricted by the
curfew laws. We had to be off the
streets by 7 p.m I could not study
in the library with my classmate,
but the curfew prepared me for
the complete and total restrictions
of camp life later.
My family's losses were coosi·
derable. My father was far-sight·
ed enough to record our immedi·
ate losses, which added up to over
$10,000. I, persooally, lost two
years in Medicine as my fellow
classmates graduated two years
before me. My third year dental
brother was less fortunate. Between the draft and camp, he lost
five years. Whenhewasdraftedas
a private in the U.S. Anny, he was
greeted by his USC Dental student
classmate who was a Captain in
the Dental Cori,s. Neither my Medical srudent brother nor Dental

student brother was given the fn,e
educatioo their fellow classmates
received. My brothers were both
classified as 4C-enemy aliens.
My family became separated by

the evacuation and we never again

claim as many deductions as possible on their 1981 taX retw-ns
and if possible defer some income nonnally received this year 10

1982.
ClJaritable connibutions which Ullder present law are only
deductible if a taxpayer itemizes deductions will be deductible
in 1982 without itemizing. 1\venty-five percent of the first $100
will be deductible.and this limit is expected to rise in later years.
HOMF.OWNERS. Olanges in the new tax law also effect
homeowners considering selling their homes. Homeowners DON
have 24 months instead of 18 months from the time of sale of
their home to buy a new home of at least equal value before they
must pay taxes on the profit frcm their sale.
A special tax exclusion for homeowners SS years of age or
older has previously allowed $100,000 in profit 10 be taX-free.
'This has been increased under the new law to $125,000.
SAVINGS. New opportunities also exist for individual savings
and invesonents. l:leginning Oct 1, 1981, the interest recaved on

Nagoya's Meiji Mura Museum
looking for U.S. lssei bldg.
PORTI.AND, Ore.-An appropn·
ate old budding on the U.S. mainland with histon c lssei-Nisei &·
socianms is being sought by the
Museum Meiji-Mura, just outside
Nagoya,accordmg to Dr. Jim Tsu·
jimw-a who recently visited Japan
The budding must be dooated,

lived as a family. My oldest brother volunteered for the U.S.
Army immediately after Pearl
Harbor but was rumed down. He
was told that the U.S. Army did oot
need any Japanese American dentists. When it was announced that
Area lll in the interior would no< - - - - - - - - - be evacuated, he moved his prac- makeshift chairs and a table from
tice from Gardena to Del Rey in a pile of scrap Iwnber. Several
central California When Area lll months later linoleum was laid
was evacuated, be was sent to the down, cutting down the thickness
Gila River Camp.
of the dust that settled after the
My dental student brother stub- winds blew, which was often.
bornly remained in his rocm for
The bathrcxm was oommunal
ooe week, was picked up by the with no partitions between the toiFBI and sat in the Cooncy Jail for 3 let seats which numbered about a
days. He was released from jail dozen. The shower was also comand taken by two military police- munal. There was a total lack of
men to the nearest Assembly ea,. priv~ for such basic intimate
ter in Santa Anita.
funcboas.
Third brother was in the secood
We left for camp at a bus stop in
year at Marquette Medical School Bwi>ank on a gray, cloudy day and
That left my parents, three girls just before we got oo the bus it
and younger brother.
began to ram. A mother of two,
Inside Mam.anar
standing next to me, said: "See,
After living in a comfortable<!- even God in heaven is crying for
bedroom house, the cramped Scot us". At the rune I felt numb and
room was stifling. We shared the bewildered by what was happenroom with an elderly couple in ~- but today, when I remember
their 80s, a Oiristian minister and this, the tears come readily. The
his elderly wife. The room had no trip was loog; the landscape barinner wall, but open studs expos,- ren and desolate. My firstreactioo
ing 2x4's and the floor was wooden to camp was one of dismay and
with 'I, inch gaps between the disbelief. A medical school classplanks where you oould see the mate told me enviously that the
earth below and through which the newspapers bad reponed that we
winds blew up layers of sand and were to be placed in comfortable
dust everywhere. We slept on homes. Our new home looked
straw which we stuffed into bags exactly like a prisoo caml)-lhe
-this was our first chore upon ar- barbed wire, watch towers, milirival into camp.
tary police with guns you all koow

lbere was no other fumirure.

Later my little brother made

about
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Three Generations
o/Experience .. .
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Brings the FamDy TOgether.

Gerald Fukui, President
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Your personal savings and time certificates and those of
your immediate family• can help eliminate monthly fees
on your regular checking or NOW account. Sumitomo's

Combined Balance Checking is a way to bring your
family's savings balances together with your checking
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A SPECIAL BANK FOR NISEI
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their need,
Tsucluya, director
of the Museum's Tolcyo office, and
an architect will persooally in·
spect the building and if every•
thing IS cleared, the Museum will
dismantle, ship to Japan and recoostruct the building at their

(el

expense.
Over SO Japanese buddings cul-

turally depicting the Emperor
Meiji era (1868-19U) as well as
structures fmn Hawaii (a hall)
and Brazil (a house) oow grace the
hillside facing Lake lruka
Individuals may inquire or send
photos to National JAQ. Head-

q7""

Americans about to tour Ja-

pan this fall, it's wonll an after•

3440 Torrance Bl. •
~

1·

ardiitectw-e was no exception..

noted the museum director.

'There were 1.4 million visitors

there last year to see the

IODl{er-

To1TDnce 90503 •
fOIC • ~

542-0581

iw-s.y._..,

).

noon trip to discover the forms
and spirit of the Meiji era first·
hand, Tsltjimura added
During the Meiji era, Japan
opened her doors to the outside
world, absorbing and assimilating
Western culture thrQughout-il!ld
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The Mitsubishi Bank
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Uttle Tokyo Office
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Mon~Market
Bank.
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As this brief look at the 1981 Tax Law indicates, many new
changes in taX law have been introduced which with careful
financial planning can mean savings for everyone whether one
is just beginning a career, in the midst of raising a family,
planning for retirement or is already retired.
The Washington JACL Office suggests that for a more in·
depth, detailed explanation of the new taX laws, that you contact
your tax adviser or local IRS field office.
t#

Certificates at
California First

Ml<S. M(!IUNAKAGAWA(Maegawa),
81, passed llWllY after lengthy illness
Aug.14,at Hackensack, N.J. ,;he was

-

one-year certificates of deposit, sold in amounts as low as $500,
will not be taxable. The limit of taX-Cree interest will be $1,000
for individuals and $2,000 for couples filing jointly.
lndividual retirement accounts, available for the first time in
1982 to individuals also covered by employer pension plans,
offer another form of savings which finaneial counselors are
recommending to their clients.
By setting up an IRA a taxpayer is able to put a maximum of
$2,000 into the account each year. lt is tax deductible and accumulates tax-free until funds are withdrawn dw-ing retirement
ln addition, estate and gift taXes on gifts and bequests between
spouses have been eliminated and the gift tax exclusion on gifts
tootherpersonshasincreasedfrom$3,000to$10,000foranyone
year.

account balance to meet daily minimum or monthly
average balance requirements, freeing you of monthly

fees on checking . Combined Balance Checking ...
another way Sumitomo is making it easier.
•immediate farml y is a spouse , parent, c hild, grandchild , or
g randparent residing at same address as checking account holder.

•

Sumitomo Bank ofCalif2.a1l~

Money Market Certificates are one of the
best investments you can make today. And we
have them at 'California First Bank.
When you invest a minimum of $10,000
for 6 months, your money earns the highest commercial bank rate of interest allowed by law.*
To find out more, come and meet the peopler
at California First.
CALIFORNIA

I

®

FIRST BANK
Mem~ r FOIC
• Federal regulations require a substantial penalty
be imoosed for early withdrawal .

@California t-irst Bank, 1979
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Nationwide Business-Professional Directory Utah legal secretary wins nat'I honors
()rigami. C.ontestopen
• F.ducation
Your business card place in each issue here lor 25 weeks a! $25 per three lines. Each
additk>nal line at $6 per 25-week period. Larger ( 14 pt.) typeface counts as two Hnes.

Grea1er Los Angeles
ASAHI INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
U.S.A., Japan, Woridwid•
Air•Seo-lo,id-Co,-Ho!el
llllWotympicBtvd, LA90015
623--6125/29. CollJoeo,Glodvs

FLOWER VIEW GARDENS #2
(213) 620-0808

. tary for over 18 years.
She represents the State or Utah

Nisei Travel

1:J.WW 1S5ths,. Gordeno90247

non lX)l'IleS after rompJenng a tw~

CUSTOM MADE FUTON
(213)243-275-t

all pha!iesoflegalsecretanal Wf?I'k

ltin the PC

YAMATO TRAVEL BUREAU
321 E2/'ldS1. l50.S
LosAngeles90012

day.sevenpanexarrunanoncov•r

Tell Them You Saw

SUZUKI FUTON MFG.

c:,uy

Rare and Treasured Soundtroclr.s (RTS)
P.O. 8ox687, Co110Meso, Co. 92627
Co1olog-$ l
Ch,er 250,000 LP Ae<:ord1

3 Left ...

HI , 1970

Mariner Real Estate

BrandNewaistan Hcmes
3&4BRMS
On the Waterfroor
in Canyoo lake

VICTOR A KATO, Realtor Auoclo1e
175,52 Beod1 Blvd, Hun1inglon Bch 926'7

res. 962-7447

____San:..=.:..=.Dc.:
ieg=o---- 1 ~f:~~;~~':. ~-

y oshida Kamoo Art

Ae1to(~~,3~;rs

312 E. 1st St., Rm. 205
1- An!leles, Ca. 90012
(213) 629-2848 / 755-9429

KINOMOTO TRAVEL SERVICE

lnSYronca Servlai

(~!:! ~~!~t

:!!"6t::~101

FRANK KINOMOTO

507 S King St.

{206) 622-2342

KeiYoshida,

FamllyC,_&HlsioricolDoll,

(714)488-7466
4,iA9 Oceon Blvd, Pacific Beoc~ 92109

The Midwest

Ventura County

SUGANO TRAVE!. SERVICE

• New SIDdio Haun: Open Moo.Fri., 9 am.-3:30 p.m.; SaL until 5;
Sunday by appointment only.
Please call mid make an appointment so we may infonn you beforehand, if necessary.

CALVIN MATSUI , REALTY
Homa & Commen:Ja l
371 N MobllAve, S\,ir. 7. Comorillo

(805) 987-5800

San Jose, Ca.
580 N. 51h

s,. $on

17 E OhtO St, Chkop 60611
(312)~
7&4-1517,-,Svn

Washington, D.C.
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Wot-,ville

-Los Angeles Japanese
_T_o_m_N_a_k_a_s_e_R_e_a..,.lty--1 Casualty Insurance
25 Cliffo,.I~:!.mJCASE, Re=) 724-6477

COMPUJI: INSUIANCI ,ao1KTIOH

Northem Califamia
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'Seiko's Bees'
San Fn,ncisco

..... 900

..._. .,.

3211. 2ftd

SuheSOO

St.,._..,,..._ 90012
626-4394

ASU KA JAPANESE ANTIQUES
25A Tomalpail A.,. .• Son AnMllmo

("15)459-t026
JULI (YORICH1) KODANI, Pm.
From Your Heritage,
Genuine Centurie1-0ld KottOhin

'"°;'l~~..=:.~cy

164-5714

Need*ratt

321 E.2ndSt.,Lot Anplet90012
624-07SI
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1714) 995-6632

Pacific Sq,are

PHOTOMART
316 E. 2nd St., Los Ange les
622-3968
Commcrn,ll & lndui.1ri,1t
A1r-<nnrlt110111n~ & Reinser,111on
Cont,aclor

I

6,8 Un,Ti •s.
Heated
Pool • A\, Cond,11on,ng
GE ICirchen~324-5883
• Telev,si_on
13921
Normandie
Ave. •Phone:
OWNED AND OPEPATEO BY ICOSATA BROS

Sam J. Umemoto
L,c #2088bJ C-20-J8

SAM REIBOW CO.
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JapaneseChanns

1506 W. Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles
295-5204
hPf'rt1•m1-d\mct• '"19

~

Complete! H~me
Fvrn,sh1n,g1>

a\Il'IF~

Japanese Family Crests
inllollme!•Cocld>ls
.:~~~lrcl:ms

]

MARUKYO

929-943 S. San Pedro St.

-New Otani Hotel &

~imono Store

Ganlen-An:ade 11

110 S. Los Angeln
Los Angeles~

628-4369
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2801 W . BALL RD.• ANAHEIM , CA 92804 • 111•1 995-400C
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Empire Printing Co.

BONDED COMMISSION MERCHANTS
WHOLESALE FRUITS AND VEGETABLE

Los Angeles, Ca. ~0015
Phone: (213) 625-2101

628-4935

W. Bad Rd.

Anaheim. CA

111 Japanese Villaae Plaza Mall
Los An11eles, Ca 90012
(213) 680-32B8
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CITY MARKET

2801
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Sweet Shops
Los Angeles. CA

I- Poinsettia Gardens MoteI Apts.

re1. , 62 4 -660 1

nc.
732-6101

=

MIKAWAYA

merchants
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GARDENA-AN ENJOYABLE JAPANESE COMMUNITY
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Authorized SONY oea1er

..,_,,.,

~,~~c:i:.,

LosAng.lM900ll

105 Japan<M lllllage Plaza NaD
Loo Angela 90012
Toshl 01'J, Prop.

C1nwr,1, ..'! Pholn,:,,,ph,r \upplit>,

327(.2ndSt.,to.~'-990012

Wod

Join the JACL

eai~~n:~.,",8;7's:

WesleyUnilm-Womm
566 N 5dl s,,s...-, c. !l5ll2

WATCHES· PEN - TV - RADIO - CALCULATORS
DESIGNER'S BAGS -COSMETICS - BONE CHNA

Twneishi Insurance Agency

s..;,....

Dooatim:SS,~SI

Redondo Beoch Blvd,
Gardena. CA
(213) 538-9389
118 Japanese I/IJl!lge Plaza
Los Angeles. CA
624-1681

NEW ADDRESS :
249 S.
Los Angeles, Calif. 900 I 2

Ito ln,wronce Agency, Inc.
Su:,;◄:,~
LA

629-1425

Today's Claulc Looks
for Women & Men

Oriental and Favorite Recipes

(408)374-1466

Appliance~ - TV - Furniture

SulN 301

626-5861

2943 W . Ball Ad.

Anaheim. Ca 92804
(714) 995-2432

soif,
horses,
timber, sawmrn & equi~. Mile plus ocean

244 f. lstst

Nisei Trading

ltano & Kogowa, Inc.

3..So.1_0,,lruu,s,.,':".n~~cy..
... .._ .......,.9001

Japanae Bunk.a

~T,~~~~~:::!~t
400 plus acres no. 1
cattle.

NOW OPEN IN SAN JOSE AREA
785 W. Hamilton Ave, Campbell, Ca. 9S008

Established 1936

135

CHIYO'S

clothing

626-568 1

Hirohota Ins. Agency, Inc.
3221. 2ndS1., l.-,.....90012
217-l605
621-1214

Norwaffc. Co 90650

CANAOA-ATT. lNVESTORS.
For Sale by e>,,mer

STUDIO

321 I. 2ndSt.,LN~90012
SuiN 300
626-5275

Mutual Supply Co., Inc.

226 South Harbor Blvd.
Santa Ana, Calif. 92704
(714)775-7727

SHORT & SMAIL MEN'S APPAREL

318 East First Street
Los Angeles, Calif. 90012

Funakoohi Ins. Agency, Inc.

322 Harrilon $1., Ookla,id, Ca. 94607

EMPLOYMENT
JOBS OVERSEAS. Big money last.
$20.000 to $50,000-plus per year Call
(716) 642•6000eX15103.

KEN &COMPANY

TOY£;~

Anion T. Fvlioka Insurance

En1er1a1nment

rn1mmum

16th Printing Re,risa1

(213) 656-8586
714 679-3815
:•~~

ed). If, after reading it, yoo have
further questioas, we will CXln'er
pond by mail

Assn.

Ac...age, Ranch••• Hom.. , lncom•

word.

Wesley UMW Cookbook

"Buyermustha"dleuwnfi

• For Kamm Gulde booklet,
please send $!.SO (postage incloo-

Con1ultont. - Wothingfon MotteB
900-llThSJt-NI, Wothingfon, OC:20006

JOH

Pollination S.rvk• (Rev #2•·SS)
4967 Homes 0,., Concord, CA9"521
(-4 15)676-4963

1s

Correct9dPrice

$270,000

INSTRUCTOR

Ml KE MASAOKA ASSOCIATES

Edward T Morioka, Realtor

Classified
Ad
Classltled Rate 12, a
SJ

l'Rlt:El>>l<UM ..

The lntennountain

Mam Wakasugi

Pei. ond Sholco 0ing,dalti , Prop.

• COCKTAIL
LOUNGE

:;."~~~~.
pnced 10 sell so you should act now.

24-Hour Securicy

4459 Morrell St., Son Diego 92109
{7 1fl) 483-3276

Salet Rep, Row Crop Farm1
Blackaby Real Estoi.. Rt 3 5oJi: n, WeiHr,
ldoho 83672 • (503) 881 -1301/262-3459

•POLYNESIAN ROOM

~p~~~

(72 Miles fnm LA)

Japanese Language Lessons

Pacific Sands Motel

I Dinner & Cocktails • Floor Show)

FORSALE .. .
BY OWNER/BIDR.

FILMMUSIC&BROADWAY, TOO

PAUL H. HOSHI

American Universities/Council on

>.:: copyrunslou11unes

•.-. ....•.·..·.·················•·······• ...... .....J

Orange County

bin. (714) 848-1511

'J(gno
,iawail

byperson.swuhanurumumoff1ve per issue Because ol the low rate paymenl
years' legal ~ence.
w1lh o,der 1s requested A3" d1sco~nt II same

624-6021

We Ship Everywhere!

e'1~J:'"ern~~~~

library Resources Task Foroe on
Bibliographic Systems.

Legal Secretary in 1972. Certifica-

lo Mancha Cenler, 1111 N Hc:ubor
Fullerton, Co/ 71-4-.526-0116

8 at JAL's Fifth Ave. headquarters.
Rules and entry forms are available at any JAL of(ioe.

bridge, Mass., recently became a
member of the Associatim of

on the national board of directors
and was certified a Pro(essional

(213)327--5110

THE PAINT SHOPPE

America, P.O. Box 10618, Loog lsland Gty, NY 11101, are co-spoosoring the Origami by Oilldren
(up to age 18) exhibit Nov. 27.Jan.

Carole F. ~ head of the
Cataloguing and Processing Department in the Harvard College
Library and head of the Unim Ca-

A member of the :,alt Ulke
Legal :iecretaries Assn. since
196.5, she has been a legal secre-

628-5606
Memb.r. Telefk>ro

Fred Morigvchl

to cruldren aged 18

NEW YORK-Japan Air Lines
and Friends oC Origami Center of

e Library

24,000.

NISEI FLORIST
In tne
of Uttle Tokyo

..._,tt
'46E2ndSt

legal secretary for the Salt Ulke
City law film of Giatxjue & \Vil- ·
liams. was sclected first runner-up
m the Nanooal Legal :,ecretary of
the \'ear coorest, conducted here
during the 30th annual oonventim
of the Nat'l Assn. of Legal Secretaries (lntematiooal) July 18-22.
Three awards are made annual- -

rn:=e:~1!=

N- Otani HoNII, 110 S Los Angele,
l.osAngele,90012
AnltoJr
City,Nide O.li,,..-y

Susan Tomoko Marita, who was
a graduate of Robert E. Lee High
School, Spnngfield, Va, a Washington D.C. JACLscholarshipwmner in 1978, was elected to the
Stanford (Ca) chapter oC Ru Beta
Kappa She is spending the summer as an intern for Rep. Nomian
Mineta She is the daughter of
Goorge and Yol<o Marita.

SAN FRANCISCO-Kaye Aoki.

COMMEllClALand SOCIAL PRINTl..t'\IG
Engl ish and Ja11ancsc

11 4 Weller St., LDs Angeles 90012

628-7060

Garde,...,

~A -4•644-4

FA 1·2 123

PLUM~,~~~~~oNG
Rt.•modclund Repairs
Water Hear ef.~·r~~~~~kt.' Disposab

Servicing Los Angeles
.293-7000
733-0557

Aloha Plumbing
Lit

fl.Wlt17'i

Pa\RT~ ,, '>l!PPL1E'i
>ur \/k'I ,,1/h

- R1•11,m• (

I 948 S. Grand. Los Angeles
Phone: 749-4371

panese Amencans m the San Jose
area

HEARINGS

Opponents Speak
Two oppQ!ldlts of reparations
spoke also. Oliver Anja, a retired
military officer, felt the internment was justifit!d because he believed the Japanese unmigrJ!lts
came to the U.S. "to colonize
mther than to hecome a part of the
total United States immigrant
' population, something that was
more than likely orchestrated
from Japan."
Anja also felt the redress movement was orchesttated by "a radical elementaftheJACL"
Emerald Hulderman also spoke
against redress because she felt
"the vast majority of those persons of Japanese ancestry, both
alieo aod citiwt had tittle or no
property to dispose o( before they
Raymond Okamura, Berke- evacuated on their own or went to

a.ibaedfrrmFnllllJ'¥
Raymond Okainwii of Berkeley
presented, among other documems, testimony questioning the
necessity to incarcerate babies
and young children, emphasizing
the ludicrous reasoning that was
present in the government "It is
totally beyood comprehensien
how the government could have
suspected a newborn baby of being 'dangerous,' " said Okamura,
who was seven years old when he
was sent to Gila River, Az.
Florence Makita Yoshfwara,
geoeml manager of the Japanese
American U!rriculum Project in
San Mateo, said there is a need for
school textbooks to adequately address the Evacuatioo. Unless a !'7
cord is made, she added, "the burden of lack of lllfonnatioo will be
inherited by oor childreo and our
childreo's children"
Richard Aoki, fonner coordinator of Asian Ame rican srudies at
UC Berkeley, responded to the
Statement made by Lundgreo that
UJogress

was m no mood tor mer

netary reporaticns:
"U we can1 change the mood of
Coogress, we may change the Coo-

gress."
A panel coosisting of Yuji Bud

ley, testifies before the CWAIC
in San Francisco Aug. 13.
Nakano of the Peninsula Redress

Committee, Judy Niizawa, president of the Sao Jose JACL and
Hennao Santo of Sao Jose presented testimony oo the effects of
the camps on the Japanese Americans in such communities as San
Mateo, Santa C1aI"d and San Jose.
Santo also told of how the camps
may have cootributed to increase
of juvenile delioquency among Ja-

• Film Review:

'Gaijin: a Brazilian Odyssey'
TiiIS WAS OUR first sitting
through a Sooth American film
and the initial impression was that
it's grand and majestic. But even
more amazing to this N"isei furngoer was the contiouous appreciation tbatGaijin was a literary and
cinematographic triumph of a
Sao.sci filmmaker, Tiruka Yamasaki, 31, of Sao Paulo, Brazil
Gajjin (foreigner) focuses en the
early, harsh years of the lssei
immigrants who toiled oo the coffee plantations around Sao Paulo.
In quest for a better life, about 800
Japanese includiog wooieo and
children came initially in 1908.
This particular group in the filmstory (said 10 be biographical of
the director's grandparents) has
landed at Saotos -and is hired oo a
coffee plaotation which had difficulty keeping its help-the workers fran Ew-q,e quitting for factory jobs in the city.
This may he a Catholic custom
to foster the family as Brazilian
labor contI"dCtors preferred immigrant workers who brought their
wives and children. U indenrured,
it would also mean a longer term
of work with the company/plaotatioo to settle a loan that covers so
many persoos in a household
Otherwise, the plight of the lssei

f~m: =~~=~

wherein the A m e ~
barrier, cultural shock. open hostility, and the dream to strike it
rich.
TI-IE BRAZIL OF today llashes
through ~ and closing sequences with the credits--aod two
glimpses of Japanese life in Sao
Paulo appear: the red cbocbin·
shaped lamp posts of its Japanese

GALIIN: A BRAZIUAN ODYSSEY. Embraf'.dme Ptod/Uoifilm
Release, 1981,starring Kyol<o Tsukamoto, ADlmio Fagundes, Jll'Q
Kawarasa.ki; directed by Tizuka
Yamasaki. No MPAA rating, 105
min, color, Eng sulHitled.
town and the tront to the Japanese
Brazilian CUitural Center.

'Living Music for
Golden Mountain' on film
SAN FRANCISCO-A localJy produced film, "l..lving Music for Goldeo Mountains", ponrayiog the
story of 1"o Lew, director of the
Chinatown ensemble committed
to teach traditiooal Cantooese
music, will he premiered Aug. 28,
7:JO p.m. at the Olinese Cultural
Ct'llter in the Holiday Inn, 750

Pbiladelpbia-ll mtg, Jack Oaiwa

e AUGUSf 29 (SeoinlaJ)
San l\laf.eo-J- food [air (2da),

Viaooan Festivities, Caural Perk.
• San ~ sale, food
bazaar {2da),Ouist ~ Cluu-ch. l0am--

4pm.

• Los AngeJ,o-JAa;c child (6-11)/-

pareru act,v llld
JACCC. 9am,lpn

mm!-wtt1<sliqJs;

•~
ANGA J r
Uljj\Dlll,eca,J pm.
• AUGUST JO (Slmda._v)

• BANGA

IWO<DIJn

" " ' ~ e sale {2da), Jean
Jzumi hoole,Bloonf1"id Hills.
• SEl'T. 12(Salllrday)
Qiob-a ~ dnr, El Cerrito funmCtr.
• Oiicago-Whireelepbant sale (2da),

Buddhist Temple of Q,go, (2n<;pm.
• SEl'T. LI (Sund,Q>)
-.ia-Batbecue picnic, ToroParl<,Salinas.
e Sfl'I'. 17 (lbursday)

r

best-ball toom.

<lewlnl-Bd ml& -

8pm.

Oum.

The Fall

Japan Furusato Tour
Oct 25 --13 Days - $1700
Includes: All flights, transfers, hotels, sightseeing,
baggage, transportation & most meals - Tokyo, Nikko,
Matsumoto, Takayama, Kanalawa, Shodo Island &Kyoto

Japan Odyssey Tour
Nov_ 1 --SOLD OUT I SOLD OUT
The Spring

Odyssey to Japan - 1982
April 1 • 14 Days- $1925
Includes: All flights, transfers, hotels, sightseeing, bag-gage, transportation & most meals- Tokyo, Lake Biwa,
Matsue, Hagi, Kyushu, Beppu, _
Hiroshima&
Kumamoto, Inland Sea Cruise, Sbodo Island,
Kyoto

------------------·
Kokusai International Travel, Inc.
400 E. 2nd St., Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 626-5284

·-

$735 Round Trip

OUR 1981 ESCORTED TOURS

$4SOOneWay

JAPAN AUTUMN ADVENTURE TOUR (Tokyo/Hakone/
Fuji Lakes/Karuizawa/Takayama/Matsumoto/Kanazawa/
Kalayamazu/Kyolo+Kyushu Ext) . . .
. . . . .OCT. 15th
FAR EAST TOUR (17 Days in
Japan/ HongKong/Bangkok/Singapore) .......... NOV. 6th
Deluxe holels, breakfast & dinner daily. Upon lerminalion of tour,
you may slay over in Japan. Slopover in Taiwan and Hawaii permitted
at no exlra air faIe.

WEEKLY DEPARTURES
T.E.E. TRAVEL

511 N. LaCienega Blvd., #216
Los Angeles, CA 90048
(213) 854-0637

.......

'A MOVIE OF

,

A MQVIE OF EXCEPTIONAL
BEAUTY AND DEPTH ...
GRAND AND INTIMATE"
- John Stark. San Francisco Examiner

0

"'
N

intercuts the tropical
Brazlllan with lyrical
Japanese-perspectives,
calibrating cultural shock
with an extraordinarily
fine gauge."

•i
i

!I.

I

SolinasValley--lACLpicwc.

Nisa Hall.

•~h,.

mtg,

afilmbyTIZI/KAYAMASAKI
~tarring Kyoko l)uka molo, Antonio Fagundes and Jiro Kawarasaki

Jack

-
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dnr, Mar-

~~MLE THE!J.~LOS FELIZ

~va11ey-Reno fun Jrip(2da,

NOW SHOWING
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-Came RJckey. Village Voice
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"HANDSOME AND
GENTLE, HEARTRENDING ... Yamasaki

• Garden Grow---Food Festiv, Winter:&,Jrg Ptesbytfrinn Cluu-ch. 49pm

•~:,,tg,

Forlull lnformation/broehure:

=.i-\w,l'

THE HEART!

,nn-Pre-reunim benefit danre,

• Cllicago-Nisa -1.ssei Appr dnr.
Midwest BuddbistTemple, 2 ~

• SEl'T.11 {fndoy)

Kokusai Travel

) ldhist Onm:h. 9pm.

•

mass intemmem was not a vacatioo."
#-

Tours by
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,'1irement Hane, s ~

e SEPT. 20 (Sund,Q>)

• SeanJe-CWRJC hearings, Caural
C<mm College Aid, 1701 Bdwy, 9am

Renew JACL Membership

was

the case in Los Aogelcs.
Attorney Carolyo Aiko Sugi·
yania, who was Sen. Dan lnouye's
Legislative Aide during the 96th

Commissioo. ..

TOKYO

~~ S=amashetoldcri~
through much of the testimony
giveo by others througboot the
hearings.
"Tell !:,enator Hayakawa he is
wroag,'' added Sugiyama. "This

many tragic stories were once
again told to the CWRIC. as

He sugg_ested that redress could
possibly he ih the form of low interest loans aod tax alkmances
and credits for former victims.
Regarding the unlikeliness of mo-

..roii--LasVegasNite(3da).

dnr), Ramada Inn.

eSEl'T.1>-10-u<SiR-

bread late Victorian and early-&1wardiao style houses, theaters,
bath houses, banks, telephone exchanges, butcher shops and prisons. They can hop en the 1895
Kyoto streetcar or the smokebelching English locomotives that
ran between Tokyo-Yokohama in
the 1870s.
Most spectacular structure a1
site is the Frank Uoyd Wright's
Imperial Hotel, which was transferred from Tokyo in 1970. Several are coosidered "lmportaot CUitural Properties". There are no
Buddhist temples or Shinto
shrines but two 01ristian
churches from Kyoto (SL John's
Episcopal and SL Francis Xavier
Cathedral) stand at prime sites of
the 247-acre village.
Inside the buildings are period
furniture. Care is paid to the
gardens, walks and trees.
#

• 71", 19(Salunlay)
• 1,is Angele:,-JAR Cluoese auctioo.

• Sacramolllo-Bruckerid<•W Sac'ID
Ramiro.
• Reno-Co l-442rld reuruon (Jd.< Sat·
• Mam,rey Parl<--Obvers Sports
Awd dnr, Paul's Kl("'-6~
• SEl'T. 8 (1\lesday)
Fresac>-Bd tn1g, Cal Fu,,t Bank.Hosp
Rm,7~

MUSEUM
C.ontinued from Page 6

Coogress and worked 00 the passage of Pl.. 96-317 (which created
the CWRIC) told the commission
how her father, a USC dental stodent from Hawaii before the war,
was e,q,elled fran the uoiversity
after Pearl Harbor.
Although her father lost $1,000
and two years of schooling, Sugiyama said he was "oneaf the lucky
ooes" because he is able to talk
about his relocation fears and
anger.

oetary reparations, he told the
oom.missioo:
''When this country, or an intelli~
gent segment of its leadership,
bave had the vi!,ioo to aim for a
goal-whether it he to put men on
themooo~buildthelargestair
armada in the world-ways have
been found to accomplish it, regardless of the ecooomics.
"I ask you to point the way m
history for a laodmark breakthrough in the war against racism.
Racism-the ultimate enemy
within."
Throughout the three sessicns,

t'

guf toom.

l.a/jwia &,a.%m.
e SEPT. S (Solunioyl

In ccntrast, Attorney James
Purcell, who in 1942 i1utiated the
fainous Ex parte Endo Supreme
Cow~ case, testified that "great

That the story ends as WWl
breaks (not WW2l alkmed for
greater thematic and character
development It received the 1980
he,,1: foreign film prize at the
Canoes Festival and we wonder
whether a sequel-how the Issei-- San Mateo Victorian fete
Nisei adapred to become a main- adding Japanese flavors
stay in modern Bram-might foJ..
low
with
another
film SAN MATEO, Ca-Victorian Day
awani
-Harty Honda. this weekend at Central Park takes
on a Japanese touch with San Mateo JAU. and other Nikkei groups
• FihJhStage
coolributing the gala festival.
Diaona Akiko Miyamoto apToe Japanese food booths will at
pears in the stage productioo of the 5th Ave.-Laurel St corner. San
"South Pacific" presented by the Jose Taiko will entertain nearby
Modesto Pelfonning Arts As-- on Saturday, 1:45 p.m. and stusociatioo which opened July II at dents of Mme. Kyoko Hanay":IP
the Modesto High School Audi- from ooon Suoday. CUitural dis·
torium. The daughter of Mr. and plays around the Tea House comMrs. Jim 11,liyamoto, Cortez JAClr plete the Japanese touch.
ers, Dianna plays Ngana, ooe of
Other parts of the park will f eathe two children of a French plao- ture, CI"dft, an, plaots and differtatioo owner. Diaooa speaks and
ent
foods.
sings in French for the part

Calendar.:---Keam_y_____
eAUGUSr28~)
PSWDC--Jledrc,s po$1-heanng ,.....,,
Uttle Td<yo Tower.,, 7'30 p.m.; Amy
Masslwasaki,spi(r.

the relocatioo centers."
JaiJdo Attorney Testifies

wrongs need great rights. Wheo
an individual does something
wrong, he has to pay for lus mistake ...and a great natioo should
follow the same precepts."
Purcell also suggested that the
commission O)flSW.er compensating the victims for "faise imprisoomeot" t,y making up lost wages
aod lost time.
Tsuyako Kitashima, who tearfully descrihed her on:leal at Tanforan Assembly Center, w-ged the
CWRIC. "Let's Stop expending
money for war efforts!" referring
to President Reagan's cwrent defeose budget-She added "I plan to
take vitamins A through Z to live
long enough to see this injustice
oorrected. Please don't let me get
hooked 00 vitamins."
The JAU. San Mateo Oiapter
presented a slide presentatioo of
the Tanforan Assembly Ce nter,
narrated by Richard Nakanishi.
showing photos of the evacuation
and camp cood.itioos.
The Rev. Lester E. Suzuki of
Berkeley, who was incarcerated at
Santa Anita and then at Arnache,
Co., added some humor as the day
wow,d dowo, preaching, in a
sense, to the commission, and calling the Evacuation a "grievous and
monwnental sin''
Suzuki added, " . . .For that grievous wrong, they must make
amends. And God said, they mu,,1
001 ooly he words, but tangible,
and sit.able, redress"
As in Los Angeles, the majority
of wimesses favored monetary reparaticns, with many favoriog
educatiooal Dl'OfmllIIS and a commuoity trust fuods.
New Braiicb of Government
George Nichols, who spoke on
behalf of his wife's deceased
grandmother (Mrs. Wasa Enomoto) told the commissioo that the
lack of medical care and cootioual
stress during the Evacuatioo most
likely hastened Mrs. Fnomoto's
deatlt
Nichols said that perhaps "we
need another branch of governmeat as a check and balance,'
which could he the beginning of a
"possible Natiooal Human Rights
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